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- Human Factors Engineering - RAI Numbers 18.8-2 S01, 18.8-8
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S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-35 S02, 18.8-41 S02, 18.8-49 S02 and
18.8-50 through 18.8-59

The purpose of this letter is to submit the GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH)
response to NRC Letter 119, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Request for Additional Information (RAI), dated December 5, 2007, Reference 1.

RAI 18.8-2 S01 was originally responded to in MFN 06-443 (Reference 4).

RAIs, 18.8-8 S02, 18.8-16 S02, 18.8-17 S02, 18.8-18 S02, 18.8-31 S02, 18.8-32
S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-35 S02, 18.8-41 S02, and 18.8-49 S02 were originally
responded to in MFN 06-443 (Reference 4). MFN 07-334 (Reference 2)
provided the response to the first supplement for these RAIs. Enclosure 1
contains RAIs 18.8-50 through 18.8-59 original responses.

GEH's response to RAIs 18.8-2 S01, 18.8-8 S02, 18.8-16 S02, 18.8-17 S02,
18.8-18 S02, 18.8-31 S02, 18.8-32 S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-35 S02, 18.8-41 S02,
18.8-49 S02 and 18.8-50 thru 18.8-59 are addressed in Enclosure 1. Attachment
1 contains the proposed text changes and markups referenced in Enclosure 1.
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Also note that these RAI responses correspond to and answer several open
items listed in Reference 6. Please consider these open items to be addressed
by this letter.

The enclosed markup up pages may contain unverified changes in addition to the
verified changes resulting from the RAI response. Pending DCD changes
associated with this RAI response are shaded for emphasis. Other changes
shown in the enclosed DCD markup may not be reflective of the final format and
content of DCD Revision 5 when submitted (i.e., those markups may include
changes that are not fully developed and approved for inclusion in the DCD).

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

James C. Kinsey
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing
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References:

1. MFN 07-657 - Letter from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to Robert
E. Brown, GEH, Request For Additional Information Letter No. 119
Related To ESBWR Design Certification Application, dated December 5,
2007

2. MFN 07-334 - Submittal of "ESBWR DCD Chapter 18, Human Factors
Engineering - RAI to DCD Roadmap Documenf' dated June 27, 2007

3. Email from AE Cubbage to DL Lewis, List of Chapter 18 RAIs for
Roadmap Request, dated May 18, 2007

4. MFN 06-443, Response to Portion of NRC Request for Additional
Information Letter No. 71 - ESBWR Human Factors Engineering NEDO-
33268, Rev. 1, Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan -
RAI Numbers 18.8-1 through 18.8-49, dated November 20, 2006

5. MFN 06-383, Letter from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to David
Hinds, Request for Additional Information Letter No. 71 Related to
ESBWR Design Certification Application, dated October 10, 2006

6. MFN 08-194 - Letter from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to Robert
E. Brown, GEH, Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR)
Chapter 18 Open Items, dated February 28 2008

Enclosures:

1. Response to Portion of NRC Request for Additional Information Letter No.
119 Related to ESBWR Design Certification Application ESBWR Human
Factors Engineering - RAI Numbers 18.8-2 S01, 18.8-8 S02, 18.8-16 S02,
18.8-17 S02, 18.8-18 S02, 18.8-31 S02, 18.8-32 S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-
35 S02, 18.8-41 S02, 18.8-49 S02 and, 18.8-50 through 18.8-59

2. Attachment 1, Markups and Added Text for RAI Numbers 18.8-2 S01,
18.8-8 S02, 18.8-16 S02, 18.8-17 S02, 18.8-18 S02, 18.8-31 S02, 18.8-32
S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-35 S02, 18.8-41 S02, 18.8-49 S02, 18.8-50, and
18.8-51

cc: AE Cubbage USNRC (with enclosure)
RE Brown GEH/Wilmington (with enclosure)
DH Hinds GEHlWilmington (with enclosure)
GB Stramback GEH/San Jose (with enclosure)
eDRF 0000-0079-8635
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Response to NRC Request for Additional Information

Letter No. 119 Related to ESBWR Design Certification

Application Human Factors Engineering

RAI Numbers

18.8-2 S01, 18.8-8 S02, 18.8-16 S02, 18.8-17 S02, 18.8-18

S02, 18.8-31 S02, 18.8-32 S02, 18.8-33 S02, 18.8-35 S02,

18.8-41 S02, 18.8-49 S02 and, 18.8-50 through 18.8-59
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For historical purposes, the original text of RAIs 18.8-2, 18.8-8, 18.8-16,
18.8-17, 18.8-18, 18.8-31, 18.8-32, 18.8-33, 18.8-35, 18.8-41, 18.8-49 and, 18.8-
50 through 18.8-59 and all previous supplements to these RAIs and their
associated GE/GEH responses are included preceding each supplemental
response. To prevent confusion, attachments and DCD mark-ups of
previously submitted GE/GEH responses are not included.

NRC RAI 18.8-2

An implementation plan should provide step-by-step, specific guidance on how to
perform the HSI design. The current document stops short ofproviding step-by-step
procedures. To illustrate, in Section 4.2.3i the plan advises its user to design the Man-
Machine Interface Systems (MMIS) giving due consideration to the "centralized or local
philosophy, "but the philosophy for the ESBWR is not provided Much of the plan
identifies considerations for design without providing designers with the basis or
procedures to make decisions based on the considerations. Another example is that the
"Auditory environment of the HSI is designed considering a relevant database of human
capabilities and characteristics" (p. 24). Absence of these types of specific procedural
steps will make this document difficult for users and the intended methodology may be

incorrectly and inconsistently applied

Special attention should be made to ensuring that the methodology used to address the
General Human Factors Engineering (HFE) Requirements described in NEDO-33268,
Section 3.3.3 is presented. Section 3.3.3 follows closely the staffs review criteria for HSI
Design. However, the high-level discussion in 3.3.3 does not provided the methodological
details as to how these commitments are achieved. While some the considerations are
addressed in later sections of the NEDO, others are not. For example, Section 3.3.2
discusses General Electric's commitment to develop a concept of operations. However,
none of the subsequent plan material or documentation descriptions address concept of
operations. Please, provide step-by-step, specific guidance on how to perform the HSI
design.

GE Response

NEDO-33268 is not a step-by-step, specific guidance manual on how to perform the HSI
design or evaluation. NEDO-33268 is being revised to provide the description of the
implementation process that will develop the Human-System Interface Design for the
ESBWR. This document will provide directions to develop the step-by-step, specific
guidance manual referred to as the ESBWR Human Factors Guidance Manual. Neither
NEDO-33268 Rev 2 nor the ESBWR Human Factors Guidance Manual has been written
at present.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-2 SO0

In the initial RAI, the staff raised a concern about the lack of a detailed step-by-step
methodology of HSI design. GEH's response to this question indicated that NEDO-33268
is a high-level document and that it will be revised to provide step-by-step guidance to
develop the ESBWR Human Factor (HF) Guidance Manual that will include a style
guide.

At the July 2007 HFE Audit, GEH said the detailed steps are in detailed work plans. The
staff reviewed one sample work plan (for allocation offunction), but that plan provided
little additional guidance to that found in the implementation plan.

The HSI Design Implementation Plan, NEDO-33268, Revision 2, does not mention a
Guidance Manual nor does it make reference to an HSI Design Work Plan. It does
discuss the development of a style guide, but such a document would not typically include
the detailed step-by-step design guidance to be used by engineers. Thus the initial
concern still exists. To illustrate: The steps for developing a concept design are listed on
Page 19. Step 3 addressed the alarm system design. The step says "The alarm system is
defined including conceptual display hierarchy, presentation, and layout. " This is a high-
level step description that could not be used by an engineer to develop an alarm concept
design.

Please clarify where the methodology to address HSI design is made available to the
design team. The staff will need to review that document(s) befbre the review of the HSI
design element can be completed Note that many of the following HSI Design RAIs
reflect concern over the lack of detail in the methodology description provided in NEDO-
33268, Revision 2.

Similar issues arise when considering the development and use of the style guide. It is
discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.2 of NEDO-33268, Revision 2. However, little
information is provided regarding its structure, content, level of detail and usage by the
design team. NEDO-33268, Revision 2, contains many high-level guidelines pertaining to
the HSI rather than the process. What is the relationship between these guidelines and
those that will be developed for the style guide? Note that many of the responses to the
RAIs for this section indicated that the details will be provided in the HF Manual (style

guide). The treatment of Guidance in the Revision 0 Sections 5 and 6 seem to follow this
approach (they were removed from the NEDO, see RAI 18.8-36). Yet much of this
guidance is still in the NEDO. For example, the response to RAI 18.8-22 concerning
operator access to suppressed alarms indicated that the topic would be addressed in the
manual. The GEH Roadmap stated that the style guide has the details. But it is, in fact,
addressed in NEDO-33268, Revision2 (on Page 70, last bullet above Workstations).
Please clarifj the relationship between the HIS guidelines in NEDO-33268 and those to
be included in the style guide. Also, many of the individual guidelines are expressed in
high-level form rather than specific design descriptions. At what level of specificity will
the style guide guidance be presented?
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Additionally, in NEDO-33268, Revision 2, the Tables, Figures, and Appendix may have
been overlooked. There are three tables, but none are referenced in the document. The
Appendix is not referenced All six figures are referenced, but not always correctly. For
example, on Page 14 a reference is made to Fig 3. That was correct for Revision 0, but

should be changed to Fig 4 in new version. This should be addressed in the next revision.

GEH Response

We agree and have addressed the three separate questions associated with this RAI.

A. The first question posed in this RAI is, "Please clarify where the methodology
to address HSI design is made available to the design team."

ESBWR human-system interface work instructions will be used by the design team to
guide: (1) Concept Design, (2) HSI Specific Guidance - Style Guide, and (3) HSI
Detailed Design and Iteration as specified in separate sections within the Human-System
Interface Design Implementation Plan. HSI Tests and Evaluations per NUREG-0711 will
be built into each of these three successive phases. Additionally, the processes that are
being used in the overall HSI design approach are being implemented in accordance with
Reg. Guide 1.206.

GEH has standardized its terminology for project and technical documentation to be
clearer and more consistent. The documentation for the Human-System Interface (HSI)
design portion of Human Factors Engineering (HFE) are as follows:

1. ESBWR Design Control Document, Tier 2 Chapter 18 Human Factors
Engineering, 26A6642BX, Revision 4, September 2007

2. ESBWR Man-Machine Interface System and Human Factors Engineering
Implementation Plan, NEDE-33217P, Class III (proprietary), Revision 3, March
2007, and NEDO-33217, Class I (non-proprietary), Revision 3, March 2007.

3. ESBWR Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan, NEDO-
33268, Class I (non-proprietary), Revision 2, March 2007.

4. ESBWR human-system interface work instructions, Class III (proprietary).

The ESBWR human-system interface (HSI) work instructions replace what has been
referred to previously as a guidance manual or work plan - these latter two terms will no

longer be used.

The ESBWR HSI work instructions provide the methodology only. The overall
approach to work instructions is to provide designers with a step-by-step approach in
sufficient detail to complete the task consistently without compromising the ability of the
designer to use good engineering judgment.
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B. The ESBWR HSI Style Guide, discussed in response to the next part of this RAI
question, is the design requirements document only, and does not describe the
methodology. The second question posed is, "At what level of specificity will
the style guide guidance be presented?"

The HSI Style Guide contains the following guidelines and requirements. Associated
design requirements will be entered into an industry-standard software requirements
tracking/traceability tool:

The HSI Style Guide is a compilation of requirements and direction provided by
regulatory documents (such as NUREG 0700 and NUREG 0711) that addresses two
general areas of HSI/HFE design:

Hardware Characteristics: The hardware characteristics of the ESBWR HSI
include display legibility and visual acuity, input devices, the visual display
hardware, and general characteristics associated with hardware used in the control
and display of

ESBWR Software Characteristics: Includes consideration for screen structure and
contents, alphanumeric characters, icons and symbols, data display, data entry and
point selection, user guidance, screen organization, visual encoding (including
enhancement coding), information and screen formats and the overall presentation
of the graphical interface, and response times. User dialogue is defined within
the style guide relative to how the menus and details of actions appear to the
operator and how they are encoded. Display formats and navigation within those
displays are included for the various types of displays anticipated for ESBWR.

C. The third question concerns Tables, Figures and the Appendix and notes that
may have been overlooked in Revision 2.

Tables 1-3, Figures 3-6, and the Appendix should have been deleted from Revision 2.
Any remaining references to them will be removed in our next revision as the contents
are described adequately in text.

Figures 1 and 2 will remain, and we will ensure that they are numbered, labeled, and
called out appropriately in the text:

Figure 1 HFE Process
Figure 2 Human-System Interface Design Implementation Process

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised for item "C" as noted in attached markup
(See Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-8

NEDO-33268, Section 2 has many references to old documents - many to the 1980s.
What role do these documents play in the plan? Many of the versions of the documents
referenced have been replaced by newer, updated material. For example, MIL-STD-
1472D is referenced, while that document has been revised and is now in Revision F.
Some of the old documents may contain outdated and potentially incorrect guidance. For
example, EPRI-NP3 701 on Computer-Generated Display System Guidelines was
published in 1984. Technology and display development approaches have advanced so
much since 1984 that the guidance is not fully applicable to today's systems. These
documents have been replaced by a new generation of guidance documents. Clarify the
use of old document versions.

GE Response

NEDO-33268 will be revised and it will reference the latest industry standards and
references that are listed in RAI 18.8-1. The existing references will be deleted.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-8 SO0

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Docu~ment

RAI-NO0 [SEC4 # NRC
S upplementalI

D~ocName/
Question Resolved Flan I Section Resolution Description

18.8-8 8 8 N LTR From GE 32368 2 References updated
NEDO- response
33268

18.8-8 8 8 Y Use of From GE 32368 Section 2 Reference list has been revised and updated. New list
industry response contains all documents referenced in RAI 18.8-1
standards
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NRC RAI 18.8-8 S02

In the original RAI, the staff noted that the HSI Design Implementation Plan, NEDO-
33268, Section 2 had many references to old documents. GEH's response indicated the
references would be revised and updated NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 2 has
provided a revised document list, however, many of the concerns raised in the original
RAI still apply, specifically the large number of old, outdated documents. As noted in the
original RAI, the applicability of such old documents to today's modern HSIs is
questionable.

GEH Response

We agree. A revised Section 2, "Applicable Documents" is attached. References to out-
of-date sources have been removed from text as shown in the attached.

The principal guiding human factors documents are NUREG-0700, NUREG-0711 and
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. Deviations from principles and guidance in these
documents will be reviewed, defined and documented in the ESBWR Style Guide. The
following statement will be added to Section 3.2, H S I Specific Guidance - Style Guide;
"Deviations from NUREG-0700, if any, will be justified."

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-16

NEDO-33268, p. 38 discusses ARPS and computer-based aids. Will ESBWR have
computer-based ARPs?
Alarms and corrective actions - NEDO-33268, p. 38 states that the display of alarms
meets the following criteria. Criterion a. states "An alarm is annunciated where the
operator has the necessary means for initiating corrective actions. "Please clarify this
statement, particularly as it applies to VDUs.

GE Response

On-line computer based procedures are planned. The Task Analysis and NUREG-0700,
R2, Section 4 will, be used to develop the required alarm requirements for the operator.
NEDO-33268 will be revised to provide the implementation plan to produce the ESBWR
Human Factors Guidance Manual to be used by the design engineers to develop the
required alarming methodology. The details of these procedures and method of display
will be developed using the guidance of NEDO 33268 and summarized in the HSI Design
Summary Report.

NEDO-33268 will provide high-level guidance to provide displays (which includes
alarms) in a close visual proximity to the controls that affect the parameters and functions
monitored and controlled. The detailed guidance specifying control and display locations,
visual characteristics and physical sizes will be provided in the ESBWR Human Factors
Guidance Manual that will be developed under the guidance of NEDO-33268.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-16 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

RA..,NOSEC,,NRC , ,DcName/ Resoived Plan Section Resolution Description
Supplemental. Question _.

18.8-16 8 16 N LTR From GE 33268 4.1.4 Guidance for Computer-based procedures is included in
NEDO- response style guide and the output from concept
33268

18.8-16 8 16 Y Alarm From GE See first response
design response
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NRC RAI 18.8-16 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of(]) whether the ESB WR Alarm

Response Procedures will be computerized, and (2) a statement in NEDO-33268 that "An
alarm is annunciated where the operator has the necessary means for initiating
corrective actions. " GEH's response to this RAI stated that on-line computer based
procedures are planned and NEDO-33268, Revision 2. identifies them as an output of the
design process in Section 4.1.4.

Thus this aspect of the RAI is acceptably addressed However, GEH has not clarified the
statement regarding corrective actions and the statement is still presented in Revision 2
(see Page 69). Please clarify the statement.

GEH Response

We agree and have rephrased this sentence to better reflect our intended meaning. We

did not intend to imply that operators might not have the necessary means for taking
corrective action. Thus, in Section 4.3.4.11 item 3.c we will change:

"An alarm is annunciated where the operator has the necessary means for initiating
corrective actions"; to : "An alarm is annunciated where the operator is required to take
action."

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-17

NEDO-33268, p. 39 states "Mechanical characteristics of control elements, such as size,
operating pressure offorce, tactile feedback, etc., meet capabilities and characteristics
specified in the anthropometric database." What database is referred to here?

GE Response

The ESBWR Human Factors Guidance Manual will use the anthropometric data for
physical characteristics of equipment based on body size and dimensions of the user
population found in NUGEG-0700. Deviations from NUGEG-0700 will be documented
and justified using the:

" Guides and standards listed in RAI 18.8-1
" Simulator operation
* Tests
" Mockups and/or
* Operator surveys

The ability of the operators to efficiently function within their environment will be
observed. Physical barriers or impediments to the ease with which they are able to
perform their tasks will be resolved. This includes ergonomic issues such as reach, force,
grasp, size, distance, etc.

The statement in Section 4.2.8 of NEDO-33268 will be revised to clarify the
anthropometric database will be specified in the ESBWR Human Factors Guidance
Manual.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-17 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

ON -- RC----------------------------------------------------------------------..........'-.......................

RAI NO SEC #NRC D m Resolved Plan Section Resolution Description
Supplemental Question

18.8-17 8 17 N LTR From GE .33268 4.1.3 Anthropometric considerations added and
NEDO- response 4.3.4.8 style guide added to establish criteria
33268 4.3.4.10

4.3.4.12
3.2

18.8-17 8 17 Y Use of an From GE See first response
anthropom response
etric
database
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NRC RAI 18.8-17 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of the anthropometric database.
GEH's response to this RAI clearly indicated that the anthropometric data will come
from NUREG-0700 and deviations from it will be justified GEH indicated that this
information would be included in Revision 2. Section 3.2 of NEDO-33268, Revision 2,
suggests the use of available anthropometric data from HFE guidelines (Page 20);
however, the source of data is not clearly identified. Please clarify the source of
anthropometric data.

GEH Response

GEH will use NUREG-0700 as the source for the anthropometric database. Any
deviations from the NUREG-0700 database will be justified. The following changes to
NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be made to implement this response:

In first paragraph of Section 3.2, we will change:

"Other HSI guidelines and standards are also used as input to the style guide." to say:
"Deviations from NUREG-0700, if any, will be justified."

Also in Section 3.2.1, we will delete the words "data and" to read: "Anthropometric and
ergonomic design guidelines."

Also in Section 3.2, we will'delete these sentences at the beginning of the paragraph
following the numbered list: "The anthropometric and ergonomic data and design
guidelines document provides the anthropometric and ergonomic data and guidelines that
are used- in the design of the HSI environment."

DCD/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO- 33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-18

NEDO-33268, p. 39, Item 2 - iii states "Placement of controls in keeping with their
conformance to safety functions. "Please clarify what this statement means.
Form of controls - NEDO-33268, p. 40 states "The .form of control adopted is consistent
with HSI requirements. "Please clarify what this statement means.

GE Response

NEDO-33268 will be revised to refer to the ESBWR Human Factors Guidance Manual
for the guidance concerning the placement of controls and displays on the consoles and
control panels. The Top-Down approach using the Task Analysis and the operator
procedures will determine the parameters to be displayed and the controls required. The
design philosophy of the ESBWR encompasses a fully digitized and largely automated
environment. However the placement of data on displays, touch screen control
dimensions, and placement of control positions along with the placement of the VDUs all
require detailed HFE guidance. The ESBWR Human Factors Guidance Manual discussed
in RAI 18.8-1 will provide the detailed guidance for developing computerized displays
and controls, including the format of controls appropriate for the HSI requirements
established in the operations analysis phase.

DCD/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-18 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

RAI NO SEC # NRC ,DocName! Resolved' Plan Section Resolution Description
__AINO__ Supplemental Question ___

18.8-18 8 18 N LTR From GE 33268 3.3.5.1 Style guide provides placement and form of
NEDO- response control principles
33268

18.8-18 8 18 Y Design of From GE See first response
Controls response
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NRC RAI 18.8-18 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of two statements concerning the
guidance on controls. GEH's response to this RAI clearly indicated that the NEDO-
33268 would be revised to refer to the HF Guidance Manual for this guidance. While the
first statement, "Placement of controls in keeping with their conformance to safety
functions, " has been removed, the second statement, "The form of control adopted is
consistent with HSI requirements, "still appears in NEDO-33268, Revision2, Section
4.3.4.9, as Item 3 (on Page 62). Please clarify this statement.

GEH Response

In Section 4.3.4.9 3, we will change numbered list item 3: "The form of control adopted
is consistent with HSI requirements." to read as follows:
"The selection of the type of control is consistent with operator needs to navigate or take
process control action, and with the associated guidance provided in NUREG-0700."

The method for making these selection decisions will be described in the HSI work
instructions, and the specific control applications will be identified and described in the
Style Guide.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-31

NEDO-33268, p. 64 contains a section 4. 7.1, "Criteria Used in Selecting HFE/HIS
Designand Evaluation Tools. " The section discusses tools and techniques and presents a
list of seven procedures appropriate to HSI evaluation in item 1. Item 2 goes on to
provide criteria for selecting techniques. Section 4. 7.2 is entitled "Definition of the
Design/Evaluation Tools br the HSI Design Analysis. " The introductory paragraph in
this section addresses techniques. The section goes on to define four "techniques,"
including: checklists, drawings, mock-ups, and questionnaires/interviews. Two of these
are the same as those identified in the listing ofprocedures in the previous section.
Section 4. 7.1 references Figures 4 & 5. Figure 4 identifies methods of data collection
that are the same as the seven procedures listed on p. 64. Figure 5 identifies five methods
of design evaluation, that include things like full-scope simulator. Please clarify the terms
used and provide a consistent discussion in these sections of the NEDO.

GE Response

Procedures are meant as techniques, methods, tests, or evaluation options. Section 4.7.1
serves as an introduction and lists some of the various evaluative techniques that are
likely to be employed to evaluate the HSI.

Section 4.7.2 provides a discussion of several of these design and evaluation tools for the
HSI design analysis. Figures 4 and 5 are graphic representations to illustrate data
collection methods and usefulness of the HFE design and evaluation tools. NEDO-33268
will be revised to replace the term "procedures" with "design evaluation tools", and a
consistent discussion of the design and evaluation tools for the HSI design analysis will
be incorporated into the document.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-31 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement I response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

RAI NO SE C NRC DocName /Resolved Plan Section Resolution Description
RAINO Supplemental Question

18.8-31 8 31 N LTR From GE 33268 4.3.4.6 The term techniques is used to refer to HFE
NEDO- response tools instead of procedures
33268

18.8-31 8 31 Y Clarificatio From GE See first response
n of terms response
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NRC RAI 18.8-31 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of methods and criteria for design
tests and evaluations. GEH's response to the RAI indicated that a consistent discussion of
the design and evaluation tools would be provided in Revision 2. However, the material
has been included in Revision 2 (in Section 3.3.5.5, Tests and Evaluations, specifically
Pages 34-36) with little modification and without the requested clarifications. Note that
Revision 0, Figure 4, is Figure 5 in NEDO-33268, Revision 2 and Revision 0, Figure 5,
does not appear in Revision 2. Section 4.3.4.6 contains the same list of techniques and
criteria as is listed on Pages 34-35 except an additional criteria related to "safety and/or
risk significance" has been added Why is this information relisted in Section 4 and why
has an additional criterion been added. Please provide the clarifications requested

GEH Response

There are two appearances of the list of "Criteria that may be used in selecting HFE
techniques" that are in Section 3.3.5.6 under topic "HSI Design Analysis, Reviews &
Evaluations (in the METHODS section) and repeated again in Section 4.3.4.6 2. (in the
IMPLEMENTATION section) that need to be made consistent by including "Safety
and/or risk significance" as the first item in both lists for consistency within the
document.

Safety and/or risk significance was added to the list to recognize that the items under
consideration may require a technique that will yield more rigorous results.

Tables 1-3, Figures 3-6, and the Appendix should have been deleted from Revision 2.
Any remaining references to them will be removed in our next revision as the contents
are described adequately in text.

The HSI work instructions will describe the methods for HSI Tests and Evaluations per
NUREG-071 1.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-32

NEDO-33268, p. 65, states "Considering the criteria listed in Section 3, Criteria to be
used in selecting HFE/HSJ Design and Evaluation Tools, the following techniques are
used in the conduct of the HSI design analyses. "How is the Section 3 material used for
this purpose? Why are the criteria provided in Section 4.7.1 (including Figs 4 and 5) not
used?

GE Response

Figures 4 and 5 are referred to in each section 3 and 4. Section 3 is a higher-level
overview. Section 4 delineates further details. There are no discrepancies between the
two.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No LTR NEDO-33268 changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-32 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where

information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

7Chaprteri 18Roadmap Documnent

RAI N~O ----------SEC ý #
NRC

Su.ppleme ntal
Do-c-N ame/
Question Resolved Plan Section Resolution Description

18.8-32 8 32 Y Use of From GE 33268 4.3.4.6 The statement in the original plan was in error
Criteria in response and should have referred to the previous section
selecting 4.7.1. Section 4.3.4.6 in the revised plan
design describes the design evaluation, which includes
and the list of evaluation methods and a revised list of
evaluation criteria for selecting the techniques. The
methods statement with the error has been removed and

the plan is clear on evaluation methods and
criteria for selection.
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NRC RAI 18.8-32 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of the criteria in Section 3 of NEDO-
33268, Revision 0. The statement referenced in the original RAI is now in Section 3.3.5.6
(on Page 35) and still references Section 3: "Considering the criteria listed in Section 3

and criteria to be used in selecting HFE/HSJ Design and Evaluation Tools, the following
techniques are used in the conduct of the HSI design analyses. "Please clarify the Section
3 criteria being referred to and which criteria are being referred to by "criteria to be
used in selecting HFE/HSI Design and Evaluation Tools "?

GEH Response

In Section 3.3.5.6, the lead-in sentence under the header "Definition of the
Design/Evaluation Tools for the HSI Design Analyses" will be changed from:

"Considering the criteria listed in Section 3 and criteria to be used in selecting HFE/HSI
Design and Evaluation Tools, the following techniques are used in the conduct of the HSI
design analyses." to say: "Checklists, drawings, mock-ups, and questionnaires and
interviews will be used as described below to gather HSI Tests and Evaluations data and
information."

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See

Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-33

Figure 4 clarification - NEDO-33268, p. 95, Figure 4 lists HFE activities across the top
of the matrix. Why were these activities chosen? What is meant by performance models?
How are MMI Evaluation and Evaluation ofAlternative Designs different? How were the
ratings in the cells of the table determined?

GE Response

These are standard activities that are evaluation tools within the profession of human
factors engineering that were used in the evaluation of the Lungmen human-computer
interface design. However newer procedures and evaluation tools have been developed
that GE plans to use in the design of the ESBWR plant such as:

" PRA accident scenarios
" Task Analysis actions and procedures to define scenarios
" Simulator or mockup studies to gage effectiveness of design
" Tag out process studies
" Use of observers who are experienced with models of human error
" Documentation formats that help identify areas to enhance interface design

NEDO-33268 will be revised and this table will be eliminated. GE will provide
descriptions of the procedures and evaluation tools used to design the HSI features of the
ESBWR.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-33 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where

information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

RAIO NSECE # NRC
Supplemental

DocName/
Question,

Res d:--=-
'Resolved

Plan ISection Resolution Description

18.8-33 8 33 N LTR From GE 33268 Figure 5 Figure is still included, because it has basic
NEDO- response 3.3.5.6 methods.
33268

18.8-33 8 33 Y Display From GE 33217 1.4.2(4) Additional description of evaluation methods will
design response be established in teamwork plans per MMIS and
constraint HFE Implementation plan guidance
s (33217:1.4.2(4)) and will be input to the style

guide.
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NRC RAI 18.8-33 S02

In the original RA1I, the staff requested clarification of the HFE activities listed in Figure
4 of NEDO-33268, Revision 0. GEH's response indicated that the plan would be revised
for clarification and that the "Table" (Figure 4?) would be eliminated However, the
clarification has not been provided and the figure remains in the plan (now Figure 5).
Please clarijy.

GEH Response

Tables 1-3, Figures 3-6, and the Appendix should have been deleted from Revision 2.
Any remaining references to them will be removed in our next revision as the contents
are described adequately in text.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-35

NEDO-33268, Section 4. 7.2.5.2, Methods of Evaluation, lists three such methods.
However, the actual methods are not described. For example, the first item listed is
"Electronic Evaluation." The section does not describe how a user of the document
conducts this evaluation. Also, why have several of the methods (listed in Figure 5 and
shown on Fig 7) been omitted from this section, e.g., full-scope simulator?

GE Response

Other evaluation methods will be considered in addition to those listed and discussed in
NEDO-33268.

The instructions and procedures in question are common to the discipline of human
factors engineering. The methods and results of the selected techniques will be
summarized in the results summary report.

Other types of evaluations to be considered and their merit and conduct, including the
simulator, will be further discussed in the next revision.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

DCD Tier #2, Section 18.8 will be revised as appropriate.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-35 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN. 07-334) that provided an explanation of where

information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the

responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap

Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

C 4t NRC DocNamez.-aRAI NO SECn a Resolved Pla Section Resolution Description,:<RAI NO ~Supplemental, /Question_ . .. , •:; :• ........ ,•• : ..

18.8-35 8 35 N LTR From GE 33217 1.4.2(4) Additional description of evaluation methods
NEDO- response 33268 3.3.5.6 will be established in teamwork plans per
33268 MMIS and HFE Implementation plan

guidance (33217:1.4.2(4)) and will be input to
the style guide.

18.8-35 8 35 Y Methods From GE See previous response
of response
evaluatio
n2
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NRC RAI 18.8-35 S02

In the original RAI, the staff requested clarification of the methods of evaluation to be
used. The descriptions of the methods of evaluation from the original RAI are now on
Pages 37-38 of NEDO-33268, Revision 2 and have been slightly abbreviated. The same
need for clarification still exists. The section still does not describe how a user of the
document conducts the evaluations. Also, the lead-in paragraph references Figure 6, but
Figure 6 does not address methods of evaluation. In Revision 0, the same paragraph
referenced Figure 7, which did illustrate how multiple methods of evaluation can be
sequenced, but this Figure has been removed in Revision 2. Please clarify.

GEH Response

The HSI Work instructions will describe the methods for HSI Tests and Evaluations per
NUREG-071 1.

Tables 1-3, Figures 3-6, and the Appendix should have been deleted from the back of
Revision 2. Any remaining references to them will be removed in our next revision as
the contents are described adequately in text.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-41

NEDO-33268, Figure 2 lists a number of design inputs. Questions related to some of
them are:

Where are the general human factors requirements listed?
What does HSI technology refer to?
Describe how is the minimum displays, controls and alarms list an input.
What does operating crew refer to?

GE Response

These questions clearly inquire about the contents of the first box in Figure 2. Human
factors engineering takes a systems approach to the evaluation of tasks, situations,
interfaces, or environment. Thus these are standard commonly known elements or
contributing variables of systems, particularly related to the nuclear industry. These
elements all bare information regarding the human in the system and each lends
information about that system and the persons within the system.

Where are the general human factors requirements listed?

See RAI 18.8-1

What does HSI technology refer to?

HSI technology refers to conventional HSI, the predominant means for providing control
input via hard-wired, spatially dedicated control devices that have fixed functions, and
advanced HSI, the predominant means for providing control input via digital technology.
GE will use NUREG-0700 for guidance of conventional HSI and NUREG/CR-6635 for
guidance of advanced HSI. NUREG/CR-6635 provides guidance for:
" Soft Controls
" Computer-based procedures
" Information (display) design and organization
* Design analysis, evaluation, and implementation of hybrid HSIs
" Maintenance of digital systems

NEDO-33268 will be revised to establish the preparation of the ESBWR Human Factors
Guidance Manual to include the above guidance for HSI design.

Describe how is the minimum displays, controls and alarms list an input.

Those items are elements with which the operating crew interfaces to work within the
system and are derived from the operations analysis (See RAI 18.8-42).

What does operating crew refer to?
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The preliminary staffing assumption for ESBWR crew for control and monitoring will
consist of the following assignments:

Quantity Qualification Assignment
1, Control Room Provides overall supervision of control room

Supervisor, operations

2 Reactor Operators 2  First operator is assigned to normal control
actions at MCR HSI. Second operator is assigned
to control of testing, surveillance and maintenance
activities, including blocking and tagging permits.

1 Senior Reactor Assigned to shift but not necessarily in the Main
Operator Control Room (MCR). Acts as manager of and
(Shift Manager), relief for shift supervisor.

2 Auxiliary Operators, Qualified to operate equipment in the plant.

'Licensed by the NRC as a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO)
2Licensed by the NRC
'Non-licensed, often called Auxiliary Equipment Operators (AEOs)

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision as described above.
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NRC RAI 18.8-41 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement 1 response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

Chapter 18 Roadmap Document

RAINO SEC # NRC DocName/ Resolved Plan Section Resolution Description
__AI__ NOSupplemental Question

18.8-41 8 41 N LTR From GE 33268 3.2 Element added was the style guide see 18.8-1
NEDO- response
33268

18.8-41 8 41 Y Design From GE 33268 2.3 Guidance is appreciated and adopted.
inputs response NUREG/CR-6635 was not referenced in the new

revision.
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NRC RAI 18.8-41 S02

In the original RAI, the Staff requested clarification of Figure 2 of NEDO-33268,
Revision 0. GEH provided clarification in their response to RAIs of the staff's questions
concerning the Figure. GEH indicated the NEDO would be revised to include the
clarifying material, but it was not included These clarifications included revising
NEDO-33268 to establish the preparation of the ESBWR Human Factors Guidance
Manual to include the guidance for HSI design from the RAI response (Note: Figure 2 is
now Figure 3). These clarifications should be included in the next revision.

GEH Response

Tables 1-3, Figures 3-6, and the Appendix should have been deleted from Revision 2.
Any remaining references to them will be removed in our next revision as the contents
are described adequately in text.

Also in NRC RAI 18.8-2 S01, we noted that the ESBWR human-system interface
(HSI) work instructions replace what has been referred to previously as a guidance
manual or work plan - these latter two terms will no longer be used.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-49

The description of the standard features is not exactly the same when comparing the Tier
2 DCD and the HSI Design Implementation Plan. Please reconcile inconsistencies.

GE Response

These documents are under review and revision. All in-consistencies, will be reconciled.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

DCD Tier 2 changes will be made, if necessary, in Rev. 3 to resolve inconsistencies
between the DCD and the LTR NEDO-33268.

LTR NEDO-33268 Rev. 2 will include a revision that resolves discrepancies between it
and the DCD Tier 2.
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NRC RAI 18.8-49 S01

(Editorial Note: GEH was asked by NRC to provide a Roadmap Document (MFN 07-334) that provided an explanation of where
information went that was previously discussed in the original RAI response. This was Roadmap Document provided to NRC and the
responses were considered to be supplemental responses based on the NRC requests. The following excerpt from the Roadmap
Document provides the GEH response provided as the Supplement I response to this RAI.)

GEH Response

.Chapter 18R 8-a.dmp Document

RAI NO

----------

SEC I #

-A--- - - - - - -

~NRC
~Supplemnental

DocName!
Question Resolved -fPlan ISection Resolution Description

18.8-49 8 49 N LTR From GE 33268 3.3.5.1 DCD Tier 2 and 33268 documents are consistent
NEDO- response DCD 2 18.1.3.1 on the topic of standard design features
33268

18.8-49 8 49 Y Standard From GE See previous response
features response
descriptio
n
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NRC RAI 18.8-49 S02

The HSI Design process is described in Section 18.8 of DCD Rev 3. The described
process in not consistent with the process described in NEDO-33268, Revision 2. For
example, the plan describes three major activities: concept design, style guide
development, and detailed design and integration. Concept design is not addressed in
DCD Section 18.8. Similarly, DCD Section 18.8 discusses "procedures governing
permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs" that is not addressed in NEDO-33268,
Revision 2. The DCD should be revised to be consistent with NEDO-33268, Revision 2
and any changes that result from modifications made as a result of these RAIs.

GEH Response

The HSI design process described in Section 18.8 of DCD Rev. 4 is consistent with the
process described in NEDO-33268, Revision 2. NEDO-33268 describes three major
activities: concept design, style guide development, and detailed design and integration.
Concept design is summarily covered by section 18.8.1 HSI Design Implementation Plan
of DCD Rev. 4. Although the term "concept" is not specifically mentioned, numerous
concept design development approaches are included in section 18.8.1(1). NEDO-33268
applies these three major activities by method and then develops them through an
implementation section. However, in order to provide consistency in documentation, the
DCD section 18.8 will be enhanced to reflect the three sections for ease of use. Section
18.8.1(3) will be renamed 18.8.1(4) for the information concerning the results summary
report.

DCD section 18.8.1(5) defers the HSI maintenance and update processes to DCD section
18.13 Human Performance Monitoring (HPM) that will be performed after the plant is in
operation, by which: modifications are made, temporary modifications are made,
operator defined HSIs are created, and procedures governing permissible operator
initiated changes to HSIs. This process is contained in the Results Summary Report
(RSR). The RSR is outlined in section 5.1 of NEDO-33268. NEDO-33268 will be
changed to reflect this enhancement.

Specifically, NEDO-33268 will be revised to add the following at the end of Section 1.2
Scope:
"Operational aspects of the HSI process are addressed in the Human Performance
Monitoring program, reference 2.1.2(12). These involve the process for refining and
updating the HSI design, including:

* Modifying and updating the HSI
* Making temporary changes to the HSI
" Creating operator defined HSIs (temporary displays defined by operators for

monitoring specific plant situations)
" Procedures governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs"
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NEDO-33268, Section 5.1 Results Summary Report will be changed to remove the
following:

"The process for refining and updating HSI design including:
o Modifying and updating the HSI
o Making temporary changes to the HSI
o Creating operator defined HSIs (temporary displays defined by operators for

monitoring specific plant situations)
o Procedures governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs"

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

DCD Tier #2, Section 18.8, Rev 4 will be revised as noted in the attached markup.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-50

Concept of operations is briefly mentioned in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.3.5.4 of NEDO-33268,
Revision 2. Additional clarification is needed as to how the concept of operations will
be developed by the HFE team, what factors will be included in the concept of operations
description, and how it will be documented Note that the concept of operations is not
identified in NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 5, Results.

GEH Response

To follow the guidelines regarding concept of operations as described in NUREG-0711,
the Human-System Interface team will coordinate and collaborate with other GEH teams
working on the following related NEDOs:

* NEDO-33219, ESBWR HFE Functional Requirements Analysis Plan
Implementation Plan

* NEDO-33220, ESBWR HFE Allocation of Functions Implementation Plan
* NEDO-33221, ESBWR HFE Task Analysis
* NEDO-33266, ESBWR HFE Staffing and Qualifications Plan

The method for this coordination and collaboration will be described in HSI work
instructions.

A new bullet, "Concept of operations from a Human-System Interface perspective", will
be added to Section 5 Results.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-51

NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.1.3, states that the HFE team will develop functional
requirements for the HSI that encompass the considerations identified in the two criteria
for the Functional Requirements Specification. However, no additional information is
provided. Additional clarification is needed as to how the requirements will be
developed by the HFE team and how it will be documented Note that the functional
requirements are not identified in Section 5, Results.

GEH Response

To follow the guidelines regarding functional requirement specification as described in
NUREG-071 1, the team will follow the process illustrated in Figure 2 of NEDO-33268:

NEDO-332613

Figure 2 Human-System Interface Design Implementation Process

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.
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The HSI Style Guide is the design requirements document. Design requirements will be
entered into an industry-standard software requirements tracking/traceability tool.

A new bullet, "Functional requirement specification from a Human-System Interface
perspective" will be added to Section 5 Results.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

LTR NEDO-33268, Revision 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markup (See
Attachment 1).
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NRC RAI 18.8-52

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that with
respect to risk-important actions, the design seeks to minimize the probability that errors
occur and maximize the probability that an error is detected if one is made. However, no
guidance is provided in the methodology for how this design objective will be achieved

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-53

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that the
factors identified in the criterion are to be considered in the development of requirements
for monitoring and control capabilities. However, no guidance is provided in the
methodology for how this design objective will be achieved

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-54

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that the layout
of HSIs will be based on the considerations presented in the review criterion. However,
no guidance is provided in the methodology for how this design objective will be
achieved

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-55

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that personnel
performance during minimal, nominal, and high staffing levels should be considered.
However, no guidance is provided in the methodology for how this design objective will
be achieved

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-56

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that the
designer should consider use of the HSIs over a shift. However, no guidance is provided
in the methodology for how this design objective will be achieved

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-57

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that the
designer should consider use of HSIs under a full range of environmental conditions.
However, no guidance is provided in the methodology for how this design objective will
be achieved.

GEH Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items in Section 3.3.4, General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to each
of these is the same:

The HSI work instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-58

In NEDO-33268, Revision 2, Section 3.3.4 General Approach, GEH states that the
designer should consider HSI supportfbr test, inspection, and maintenance activities.
However, no guidance is provided in the methodology for how this design objective will
be achieved

GE Response

NRC RAI 18.8-52 through NRC RAI 18.8-58 are 7 RAIs that address the same list of
items on pages 27-28, 3.3.4 General Approach, list item numbers 3-9. Our response to
each of these is the same:

The ESBWR HSI Work Instructions provide the methodology.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 18.8-59

With respect to trade-off evaluations, how are the factors identified in NEDO-33268,
Revision 2, Page 33 used to develop selection criteria and how are they applied by the
HFE engineer. And how will the HFE engineer determine the relative benefits of design
alternatives and document the bases for their selection. In addition, what guidance will
be provided to design engineers for the conduct ofperformance-based tests, including the
selection of participants, testbeds, performance measures, and analyses?

GEH Response

To follow the guidelines for HSI Tests and Evaluations as described in NUREG-0711,
the methodology for the conduct of performance-based tests, including the selection of
participants, test beds, performance measures, and analyses will be detailed within the
HSI work instructions. The results will be included in the results summary report.

The HSI Style Guide is the design requirements document. Design requirements will be
entered into an industry-standard software requirements tracking/traceability tool.

Trade-off evaluations will be done on a case-by-case basis, and any design decisions that
deviate from the original requirements will be documented as part of the requirements
tracking and in the results summary report.

DCD Impact/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

No changes to the subject LTR will be made in response to this RAI.
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3 METHODS

This document meets the following objectives:

1. Describes the HSI design process

2. Presents the HSI Implementation Plan and the proposed HSI style guide that is used to
execute the design process

3. Provides guidance to the HSI design team members to understand their roles and direct their
design activities

4. Provides illustration to regulatory authorities that the new HSI is designed following the
process guidance found in the respective industry documents

5. Means to select technology for design application (presented in the HISI style guide)

3.1 Concept Design

The HFE team uses several approaches for developing a concept design as described in
NUREG-07 11, Rev. 2. The operational analysis (including development of a functional
requirement specification), modification of predecessor designs, surveys of the state-of-the-art in
HSI technologies, and predecessor and ABWR reference designs contribute significantly to HSI
development. Human performance issues identified from previous operating experience with the
predecessor designs are resolved in the conceptual design.

Evaluation of the conceptual design includes comparison with operating experience and
literature analyses, tradeoff studies, engineering evaluations, and experiments. Alternative
concept designs are considered for elements of the HSI. Evaluations provide reasonable
assurance that the selection process is based on a thorough review of design characteristics and a
systematic application of selection criteria. Tradeoff analyses, based on the selection criteria,
provide a rational basis for the selection of concept designs. HSI design performance
requirements are identified for components of the selected HSI concept design. These
requirements are based on the functional requirement specifications but are refined to reflect HSI
technology considerations identified in the survey of the state of the art in HSI technologies and
human performance considerations identified in the human performance research. A flaw ehat4
that illu•,Fates the p...ess for design;,g .opter- generated displays is shown in Figure 3Lrii.

3.1.1 Background

Revision 2 of NUREG-0700 provides the base guidance for the ESBWR HSI design process.
NUREG-0700 was first published (Revision 0) in 1981 as a response to the Three Mile Island
(TMI) accident. Following TMI, all U.S. nuclear power plants were required to conduct detailed
control room design reviews (DCRDRs), including review of remote shutdown panels, to
identify and correct human factors design deficiencies. NUREG-0700 Revision 0 provided
extensive guidelines to support those reviews. Revision 1 to NUREG-0700, published in June
1996, updates the guidance to address the emergence of advanced HSI technologies into nuclear
power plant design. Revision 2 published in May 2002 has expanded the guideline information
included in the following areas:

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 14
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* Training program

Procedure program

* Validation and Verification (V&V)

* Human Performance Monitoring (HPM)

* HFEITS

Figure 2 outlines the flow of information and processes within the HSI design process. The first
step in this process is the HSI concept design, which lays out the overall framework from which
the ESBWR style guide and the detailed HSI design are developed and refined.

The data input into 4S! concept dg i cessed as shown in Figure 3. A summary of the
HSI design process is presented in the following steps:

Step 1: Workspace and Environmental Conditions Design

The external MCR and RSS display features are defined including general layout, fields of
vision, access and egress, seating, procedure lay down areas, general anthropometric dimensions,
and environmental temperature/humidity expectations.

Step 2: Panel Layout Design

The components mounted on the MCR and RSS panels and console, and their organization and
arrangement are defined.

Step 3: Alarm System Design

The alarm system is defined including conceptual display hierarchy, presentation, and layout.

Step 4: Displays and Control Design

The information and controls requirements derived from the operational analysis and other inputs
(F-igure3)-are implemented into the MCR and RSS components.

Step 5: Communication System Design

Design aspects of a communication system are defined.

3.1.5 Application

A most critical question for the behavioral specialist is: Who is the user and/or operator of the
system to be designed? More important, what is this human supposed to do? The behavioral
specialist is aware of the physical functions to be performed by the system (because these
determine the behavioral functions the human performs), but the primary concern is the
derivation of behavioral functions from physical ones.

For example, if a display is presented to the operator of a system, the behavioral functions of
monitoring, analyzing, and interpreting are inevitably involved. The more information provided

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 19
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been used to facilitate HSI designs that support safe, efficient and reliable operator performance
during all phases of normal plant operation, abnormal events and accident conditions, as well as
for maintenance, test, surveillance, and inspection activities. To achieve operator performance
goals, information, displays, controls, and other interface devices in the control room and other
plant areas are systematically designed and implemented consistent with good HFE practices.

3.3.5.6 Tests and Evaluations
The HFE team develops testing and evaluation plans for the HSI designs that are iteratively
conducted throughout the HSI development process. The types of tests and evaluations
performed vary depending on the specific point in the design process.(Figie 4).

The methodology used for testing applies the following criteria:

Trade-Off Evaluations
To adequately consider human performance the HFE team uses the following example factors
when performing trade-off analyses and evaluations to make design choices.

* Personnel task requirements

* Human performance capabilities and limitations

* HSI system performance requirements

* Inspection and testing requirements

* Maintenance requirements

* Use of proven technology and the operating experience of predecessor designs

The HFE team makes trade-off evaluations to determine the relative benefits of selected design
alternatives.

Performance-Based Tests
The HFE team plans performance-based tests to address the specific questions and design
features being addressed. The tests and selection of participants, depends on the purpose of the
evaluation, the questions being addressed, and the maturity of the design. The performance
measures consider measurement characteristics, identification and selection of variables, and
performance criteria. Testbed selection is based on test requirements and design maturity.

To the degree possible the test design minimizes bias, confounds, and error variance (noise).
Test data is collected ui appý .ropriate te-hniques such as those shown in Figuref . Design
solutions are developed to address problems that are identified during the testing and evaluation
of the HSI design.

The following performance measures are included in the test plan as appropriate for the specific
test being performed:

Systems measures relevant to plant safety (avoiding alarm conditions and technical
specification violations)

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 33
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-~Relative complexity

-Relative costefctens

Demonstr-ated by use of dynamie displays, simnulator, and sofoh

Criteria [r4]that may be used in selecting HFE techniques are the following:

a. Safety and/or risk significance

b. Type of design (taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques that
may not apply)

c. Type of technology

d. Relative time to perform

e. Relative complexity

f. Relative cost

g. Relative cost effectiveness

h. Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth

The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design. What should the system
do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used? If the objectives are clear,
the evaluation of the results is made simpler. Numerous methods are available for evaluation of
designs. Figures 4 and 5 pr.vide guidan.e on selccting appropriate and useful methods-.

Definition of the Design/Evaluation Tools for the HSI Design Analyses

Coensidter-ing the cr-iteri-a liste-d in Section 3 and criteria to be u-sed in selecting I-IFE/H4SL Design
and Evaluation Tools, the following te.hniques are used in the conduct of the H4S! design
analyses. Checklists, drawings, mock-ups, and questionnaires and interviews will be used as
described below to gather HSI Tests and Evaluations data and information.

Design Criteria Checklist

A checklist includes a series of equipment and facilities design requirements taken from human
engineering standards and guides that address HSIs. The checklist is divided into categories of
design criteria corresponding to major equipment or facilities. These categories might consist of
visual displays, audio displays, controls, and so forth; NUREG-0700 Rev. 2 provides examples
of checklist formats.

Drawings

Engineering drawings or sketches of interest to the HFE Design Team may be further
categorized as:
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Evaluation is an integral part of the design process, with the results of evaluation efforts leading
to interaction through the other phases of the design process. Therefore, planning for evaluation
proceeds in parallel with design rather than after a prototype design has emerged.

It is necessary to establish the objectives of the design prior to the evaluation.

The evaluation process, which is to be efficient in terms of both time and cost, is an integral part
of design. The evaluation process is iterative in the sense of including multiple phases of
evaluation, with the results of each phase being used to enhance the design of the system as
necessary to meet HFE goals.

The combined objectives of efficiency and design-oriented successive refinement dictate that the
overall evaluation process includes multiple evaluation methods. Alternative methods may range
from checklists or paper/electronic evaluations to part-task and full-scope simulator evaluations.
The sequencing of these methods depends on the nature of the evaluative issues being addressed.
There are three basic types of issues:

1. Compatibility

A system is compatible to the extent that the physical presentations to the operator and the
responses expected from the operator are consistent with human input-output abilities and
limitations.

2. Understandability

A system is understandable if the structure, format and content of the operator-system.
dialogue result in meaningful communication.

3. Effectiveness

A system is effective to the extent that it supports an operator (or crew) in a manner that
leads to improved performance, results in a difficult task being less difficult, or enables
accomplishing a task that could not otherwise be accomplished.

Methods of Evaluation

Figur-e 6 illustrates how multiple methods are sequeneed to pursue the evalu-lation; issu-S This
figure is not meant to imfply that all five types of evalutiion (that is, clectroippr part task,
full scope, and in plant) are required for- ever~y evaluation effOrt. The Mehd emlyd first are
these that are relatively fast and inexev and that can be employed earliest. in. thlie desig-n
preeess.

Electronic, paper and part-task simulator evaluation methods are used in the design phase. Full-
scope simulator and in-plant evaluation methods are used in the integrated verification and
validation process.

1. Electronic Evaluation
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Figure 3-2_shows how the system functional requirements analysis, allocation of functions
and task analysis implementation plans are interrelated and provide input to the HSI design.

The system functional requirements analysis determines the performance requirements and
constraints of the HSI design and establishes the functions, which are accomplished to meet
these requirements.

The allocation of functions to personnel, systems or personnel-system combinations is made
to reflect: sensitivity, precision, time and safety requirements, required reliability of system
performance, and the number and level of skills of personnel required to operate each system.

The task analysis identifies the behavioral requirements of the tasks associated with
individual functions.

The types of task requirements information that are identified in the task analysis, include:

a. Information and Decision-Making Requirements

b. Response Requirements

c. Feedback required for monitoring and evaluating the adequacy of actions taken.

d. Cognitive and physical workload demands

e. Task Support Requirements

f. Workplace Factors

g. Staffing and Communication Requirements

h. Potential Hazard Identification

The HSI design is based on the staffing, requirements defined in the staffing and qualification
plan. The MCR staff, size and roles are finalized after the completion of the V&V activities.

Operating Experience Review of Previous NPP MMIS Designs

Operating experience lessons learned from events, operational problems, and enhancement
opportunities from previous plant HSI designs is gathered, categorized, and provided to HSI
designers. This information has been gathered and maintained in the OER/BRR database for
generating lessons learned involving HFE issues. It is used to correct and enhance HSI
design issues to improve overall HSI effectiveness. This process also provides for the
continuous review and improvement of the HSI as ESBWR specific operating experience is
gathered over time.

Other Industries

The HFE Design Team reviews HSIs being used in other industries such as fossil plants,
aerospace, petrochemical, and so forth for features and approaches applicable to the ESBWR.
Some design features used in other industries and considered for use in the ESBWR HSI
include:
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b. Type of design (taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques
that may not apply)

c. Type of technology (in ac.,rdance with EPRI 64D NP 5795, the MCR design uses-
proeven technology. Advanced systems, equipment, sot areand- fimaem.aybe
Justified if prcevn in other- applications as defined in the EPRI URD NP 5795, or- in
,AgWRs)

d. Relative time to perform

e. Relative complexity

f. Relative cost

g. Relative cost effectiveness

h. Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth

The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design. What should the
system do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used?. Numerous
methods are available for evaluation of designs. Figures 4 and 5 pro.vide guidance An
selecting appropriate and useful methodsrr61w

4.3.4.7 Procedures

An implicit design goal in most discussions of human-system interfaces is that system design
enables users, to be in control of the technology.

Procedures enable users to accomplish daily tasks adequately. However, without at least a
common-sense understanding of how the procedures relate to the underlying system, users
are unable to adapt them to new situations, to deal with either system malfunctions or the
consequences of their own errors, or to adapt to new or evolving systems.

The HSI pertinent to procedures and their use is applied in meaningful ways that
accommodate these concerns. A basis of user system understanding is developed along with
procedures. Thus full generalization and well-informed procedure development and use are
enabled.

4.3.4.8 Panels and Consoles
The physical elements of the HSI are organized into workstations at which plant personnel
carry out the tasks of monitoring and controlling the ESBWR. Workstations are stand-up,
sit-down or a combination of both. HFE principles governing attributes such as reach, field
of vision, and comfort are integral to the alternatives contained in the HSI style guide and are
therefore incorporated into the design.

Size and shape of HSI equipment such as: control consoles, desks, boards, panels and chairs
are determined from the anthropometric requirements and other human engineering
considerations. Details considered during workstation design include (adapted from
NUREG-0700, Rev. 2):

* Workstation height (operators, supervisors, and any other)
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Summary of accident monitor-ing variabic types/source d-ocuments

TypoN Selection Criteria for a measured plant varible - .' Typical Sour.e. noc....Ments. 4
A /ariable supports planned manual cotoldatosto accomplish Plaint Accident Analysis LicensingBai

6afety related function forvwhich there is noa automatic control.

E=PGs orF plant specificEOasý

B' Variable supports the process of assossing actions for accomplishing or Functional restoration EPFGs Or plant specifi
Fnaintaining plant critical safety functions.

Pla;nt criticail saRfety functions related to the

Pat Critical safety function status trcc

G Va;riab le indicates the poltential for or;actua,;l breach of the throe fis'sion Plant Accident Analysis Licensing Basis
p~edUGtbaFmeF6.

Design basis6 for the fission pro~duct barriers

CPGs or plant specificEOsý

VA P4Ariale nRdicatos the performa;nce of safety systemsG. PatAcdnAalssLicensing Basis
Varabl inicaesthe performance of auxiliar, su1ppOortig features Eivent specific EPGs or plant specfi E ýs

Varabl inicaesthe performance of other systems necessary to Functional restoration EPGs; or plant specific
* heeand maintain sa;ife shutdow.n conditions.

Variable verifies safety statuWlntA6 ~
E 'enable monitors the magnitude of radioactive material releases througb 1 Frocdures for deteFrmining radiological

identified pathways rele-ases- through plant identfied pathways

'ar*ihAbl monitors thrniomn cniin sd to determineq tha Procedures for determining~ plant enviFron

mpact of releases of radioactive mnaterial through identified pathways radiological concentration

'enmable menitors the radiation levels and radioactivity in the plant P rocedures for dcteFrmining plant habitabili~

Varabl mnitrsthe radiation levels anRd- radi.oacivi~gty in the conrol1
room and selected plant areas where acccss mnay be required for
Fe~overy

Notes
[1] Thc classification and definitions arc from IEEE=F Std. 497 2002
[21 The identificatio of the nmanual action isdevcloped through tho Allocation Of func~tions, the Task Analysis and the PP.AHPA

t31 [During_ Dessig~n the ressults of allG;ocaio of functions and task -analysi's a3re substituted crier to E-PG. EOQP and AOQP develoomnMRt
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HUMAN FACTORS PRINCIPLES INPUT BACKGROUND
FOR HSI SECTION

* GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
* OPERATING EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPED FROM

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS NPP HSI OPERATIONS ANALYSIS

DESIGNS • FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT'S
ANALYSIS IM/PLEMENTATION PLANSSTANDARD DESIGN FEAl.JRES * •ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS

* HSI TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
" OPERATING CREW * TASK ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION

PLAN

WORKSPACE AND CONDITIONS DESIGN

~PANELS LAYOUT

OUTPUT,
HSI DESIGN

SFEHON "AILA10vi SYSTEM OEIN

DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

- FEEDBACK 4
- OPERATIONS

ANALYSIS

- REDESIGN

1) Initial HSI design evaluation. Paper

2) Implemented design on mock-up task simulator

3) Implemented design on full scope V&V

IN PLANT HSI INSTALLATION

Figure 3 Desir n Pr-oess BIlok Diagramv v
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS

I
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

INFORMATION AND CONTROL
REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION SYNTHESIS

I I
SPECIFICATION OF

PICTURES h-I IUI-N I II-ILNA I IUN UI-
CONSTRAINTS

| | !

6.1

SPECIFICATION OF DISPLAYS,
HARDWARE, AND SOFTWARE

DISPLAY SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION

lgirle I I--low i na'l o1 Elements ToIr Iesifl of "lmpuerl en-ratel DisPlaysv v m
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DESIGN

A I

EVALUATION

I
F-'gL re•6•Leve is of Design and Evaluation
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Appendix A. Huma2n Frctr•tor Principles Derived From Operating Experience
Revnews of Previous NPP HSI Designs

AA1 Control Room Design
I .The large size of the control room and console and their configuration

contributed to operator dissatisfaction.
2.Tr-affic flows should not be impeded by placement of consoles-.

3.Adequate lertnels, of i noare necessary to ensure that- visual
effectfiveness is sufficient for task performance. Emer-gency lightingShoul1d be

available
4.No~se levels in the MCR should be main.t.maine.d. wvithin ac te i d stry levels.

5.The cmmmate control system in the control room should be capable o
coentinuously maintaining temperature and humidity within the huvman comfort

6.Covenentstorage should be provided so that procedures, logs, and draig
neepd-ed for routine job performance- ar conveniently available. Stor-agesshould-

also be provided for equipment needed for emer-gency operation-.

'A."2 Control Board Design
! .Control boards s-hould be optimigzed for minimum manning.

2.Panels in the control1 rooms Were obsewed- to h-ave large arrays of identica
controls and displays and repetitive l-abels. Thc systems, subsystems, and

coemponent-s Should- be separated by appropriate demarcation methods
3.Controls and related displays should be located in close proximity so that the

two items are readily associated and can be used conveniently with one another.
Controls should be placed in an obvious and- cositntoder. The displays and

controls used to monitor major system fu~nctions should be assigned to and
arrmanged in functinal groups.

4.Flow arrangements between VDU display formats and controls on panels
should- not differ.

5.Flow mimics should be used to aid (and not unintentionally mislead) the

6. Panel arrangements for similar systems sho ud be the same.
7.Location of controls in areas and orientations that render them vulnerable to

accidental coent-act and disturbanc~e should- be avoid-e-d.
m clear, illogical, overly complex, or mirror-imaged control board or panel

layout arrangements have been. obsered to promote operational mishaps and
should be avoided.

A.3 Computer
I .Computer data should be available on VDU-.

2.Computer audible alarms should not be distracting.
A.4 V-DU Displays

! .The nomenclature, labeling., and arrangement of systems on the VDU displays
shuld be Similar to the panels.
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2.VDU displays should be com~prehensible with a minimumn of visual search.
When data iS prescntcd in lines and columns, the lines of data should be

separated by a space (blank line), one character high, every 4-5 lanes.

4.VDU displays should- h-avc convenient bihtes focus, and degauss controls.
5The character- height Should be thepprpit height for the v.iewing distance

during nor~m.al and- cmergency conditions.
6.Ylisibility of VDU displays should_ not- be -affented- by glare.

A. A nthroo•metri-

! .Panel dimensions shudaccommodate the 5th to 95th percentile range of the
user. pouato to ensure that personnel can see and reach the displays and

controls Or the front and back panels. Displays should not be placed beyond the
visual range of the operator.•

2.Cgytrols should not be located in theP ContrIol panels that require the operator to
lean into the panel. This is a potential health risk to the operator and to the

! .Largee controls were observed to have been used in place Of preferred smaller
controls.i Larger controls impact panel size and should be avoied.

2.Labeling or coding techniques should be used to differentiat-e- conntroles and
indcaorlights of similar appearance.

3.Control configurations should not introduce parzallax problems.
4.Controel switches that must be held by the operator for operation shouldb

avoided unless necessary.
5.Projecting control handles should not cover Or obstruct labels-.

6.Key lock switches r-equiring ad-ministrative cOntro should be avoided i

7-.Control handles should not be- di*fficult to operate and should not cause th
operator-s to Fesert to using unauitho-rized mechanical leveraging devices (thatis

iicheaters") to achieve reduced dificlt in. operation.
8.ContrOlS should be buiwlt- and- installed following standard conventions for

OPEN/CLOSE and INCREASE/DECREASE. Setpoint scales should not move up
in response to a down-wRard movement of the controller thumbiwheel.

9.lnadvcr-tcnt operation of adjacent controls may be reduced through the ueof
shape coding such as using similar shaped handles for similar functions (that is,

pistol grips for pumps and round handles for valves).
A.7 Indicator- Lights

U~nstances of improper use of qualitative indic__atonrs_ wefpre nobsePP;ed_ whe-re
quantitative displays such as meter-S wg-ould- bep mrenp effecntiveP.

2.Light status (enloff) should be visible to- the operator. Extinguished- -wbulbs
should be obvious -and- -a tepst method provided. Lamp designs should allow forF

c-as' acce for -amn rem-val
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3The umspe of so c-alled negative ndication (the absence of an indication) should
not be used to convey ifmaonto the operator.

4.Indicnator desig n selection and layout hul b t~andardizcPd_ to rconnsqeFe panel
space.

A. Acolor codel Standard should be established for indicating lights
A.8 Display and Information Processing

I .Plant pamrameter v-alidity should not have to- be infer-red. In ad-dition to-
secondar-y infomation, the quality or validity of the displayed paramcter should
be available to allow operators to readily identify impr-oper- ESF or other- safet

equipment status under various operating modes.
2.Ncesar iforatonshoulid be available d-uring events sucnh as SBO- (Station

Bl1ac-k Out) and LOOP (Loss Of Offsite Power). Systems and idctos-sch as
NeutronR Monitoring System, con~trol Fed position indication, and drywell area

r-adimationn indication gshould- all be available duwrin theseqP events1_.
23.The MCGR should contain an integratin ovr ve display. The evcwiew display

should provide a limitedd nuimber of key operating parameters.
4.Thc operators- should use the same displays that are_ usdduring normal

operation during accident cond-itions to ensure their familiarity with the intcdface.
A.9 M..eters

! .Proper use Of minrF, intermediate, and major scale mnarking inasoiation with
sca le n u meralrOs should be made. Fo rm.ats s houl Id be c_ austo-mizedd to ta ke i nto

accoGunt identific-ation of nor~m.al operating v-alues -and limoits Scale numerica
progressions and formats should be selected for the process parameter- being

2.Plac~ement of meter-s above and below eye level, making the upper- and Wloer

segment of the sc~ale difficult to read, (especially with cr,-P ed scales), can present
parallax probblems.

3.Mfeters were observed that fail with the pointer reading in the normal operating
band of t-he cae The instrument design should- -allow the ope-ratonr- to deter-mine

a valid ind-ication fro~m a failed- indic-ation.
4.PlacePMent of meter-s on panels should prevent glare and rflec-ntion-s caused by

overhe-adiluiaon
5.Where redundant c-hannels of instrumentation exist, software based displays
should provide fo esinpection of the source data and inter-mediate results

withot the need to dipa tecoinuly.

6.Data presented to the operator should be in a usable form and not require the
oper~ator to calculate its value. Scale graduiations should be consistent and easily

readable. Zone marking shudb poie to aid indata interpretation.
7.McPtcrF pointers should not obhsc-ure the sc-ale on meter-s.

R Process- units between the control rooinstuet anid the operating
procedures, should bhe c~onsistent.

A-In Ch-ar-t RecorderR-
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I .Recor-ders. s-houl-d- not beP Uroed in placc of meters. Recorders s~hould be
sclccted;A1ith consideration given to- minim~iin ?eurd maintenance and hrigh

2. A recorder designed to monitor 24 parameter was; obse..ed to" have 42
parameters assigned to i. ThII maks it extremely difficult toV reIad the

outputs on the c~~hart paper. The inputs assigned should becnitntwtAh
design of the recordcr-.

m~ m ~ mmvb mv • ~ l I V • l•

3.mpnratonm ummimt snould- be defined on reoGrners. rrnper selmofltmn of ronrner
scales Will eliminate the neeld for oerlays. The units for the process should be

labeled on t-he re~~~crder-.
4.Meontor-ed inputs should be assge to recor-der pens inalphabetical1 Order

The correlation of pen colorw to Input parameter should be clearly defined -by
multi pen recoii lrder l iabels.

R.The change of chart speed should also be noted on the chart paper when the
paper is chang ed. The paper scales should m.atcnh the- fixedd sc-als

6..Recor.nrdePrs should have fast speed and point select capability.
7.Proper- placement of recoardeprs -and _adequate 81-illuin-ation should prevent glare

and parallax pr-oblems wiath recorder faces.q
8.The pointers should not cover the graduation marks-.

9.When upper and lower pens coincide, the printout of the upper scale shou
still be visible.

.A..114 Annunciator Warning Systems
I .AnnUnciators should be located near the control board panel elements to whiih

they arc related. Divisional arrangements should be consistent. Annunciators
should be functionally located near the applicable System.

iNu i'F S Thel au i an wi mvvv Warn"R smystev(•vmw wi wsignal sholVdi bepirtzd

reduce the audio and- visual burden placed on the operators during an event.
3.Some a Were obseFrved to !a•k specifiity. Multi input alams, for example,

xyz pr-essure/levels, hi/bo, frustrate, rather th.an infor~m the operator
4.EX..cc .ssiv. alarms we.r...... obse"'ed during emergency conditions . A....•; ,detno

sgAls should be coded to aid the operator- in determining the panelloain
5.Alarm operating sequence cOntro should be placed at specific. locations to

encourage operator _acknowlmedgment.

6.For standing and sit-down workstations, window size and lettering height
Ishould- be consistent with the viewing distance.

7.The la-bes should use consistent abbreviatons -;and• nomenclar•end not be

8.For traceability to response procedures, tho windows hOIC hhelb ide~ntified wi8th
a location referepncep coGde-.

QhA comnsistent coloreoding convention should- be employed.
10O.A "First Out" f-eature should be prov9ided that presents prioritized parameters

important to safety parameters for immediate operator response-.
h1 .Means should be provided for identifiation of outomfmsewicev annu•nciators
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1'2)Annunciators for aoa-ndifti•ns, Which signal an EOP entry condition, should hbe
located baseado• n the functiinal analysis.

A.A)2 Coding of Displays and CoMnFtIs
! .Thc color codes for the c~ontrol, boards should be systematically applied.

EffectiVPneolor-ncoding should be used- to -aid In diuffere-ntiating between identical
c.ontrols placed on close proximity.

2.Te cdin o inicaorsshuldinfrmthe operator whether a valve is openeor-
Glesed.

3.Systematic. approach to color and shape coding of controls should be taken.
A.13-Labeling

!.Label abbreviations, numbering, and nomenclature should be co-nsistent. A
label placement standard- for the contr-ol room should be establish~ed. Label

should be placed consistently above Or below the panel elements being ietfe
and: no pacd een h-ln component~s.

2.Hierarc~hic.al lablng schme incuIn size coding Or differ-entiation of labels

Hiearhiallabeling will elimin-ate the need to place_ re-dundant l~abelsF on control
'Or display devicses.

3_.The coentent of the l-abels shudbe'consistent with the procedures used by the
epe~aes

1.Tc lbel soul met te eadbiltyguidelines and shoulId not be obscured
by the equipment that they mountedd nea~r. A. control room standard for labels

should be established that address label character size and font.
5.Maintenance tags should not obscure Or panel components such as displays.

6.To minimize the mispositioning of valve-s and other- equipment, the controls and
'displays should be labe~led wit the unique number or name of the valveoy ic

of equipment.
A.14 Cmuiain

I .C~m~munications inthe cont-rol- rooam. sqhoul1d cnsider the- ambient noise levels
in the coentrol room and plant. The control room operator should be able to

comnicUR.9a te .wimt-h necessar', personnel in the plant. Communication equipment
should also'be provided at the remote shutdown panel

2.Communicatwons equipment design should not limit the operator's access to
the coentrolIs or displays-.

3.The communication system should be accessible from the oper-at-onr's-
workstations.

A.15 Task Ana lysis
I .Controls and displays should be l-c~ated- for eff-ctAive operator response to
postulated events6. Information needed by the operator in the c-ontrol1 reoom
should- be readily avail-able -and- n-t lcae at remote panels in the plant.

I.n addition to normal and emergency conditions, plant displays and controls
should also consider lov :power and- shutd-own

requirements.
A.16 Procedures

scenarIo intormation
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I .The- measuroment uinits i~n the procedurc and the values idctdo ipa
scnales shouldd be4 consistent.

2.Control board designs should mnakc provisions for the operator's simultaneous
refcrrFal to the proced-ures1 and- the operation Of the control boards-.

3.The paramneters displayed, on elcctFROniGnomto systemns or on the control
bo-ardsq -should be designed to support the EOPs as well as other required

monitoring tasks.
4.The safety function parameter status should be presented ;inn Organized,

r-eadily accessible format compat-ible- wift-h the EOPs.
5.A procedure shoul-,d ,ad-d-ress operator- actio-n an the event Of computer, VDU, or

printer problems OF complete failu-re.
A.17- Oper-ator Errors

I .Qper~ator mishaps Were obsewed to be caused by the absence of a timely,
attention-getting indication (either qualitative or quantitatiVe) that informsth

operator that some element of the system is not operating properly-.
2.0perator mishaps were also obsewed to result from ncorc lineup of valves.

AAR8 Miaintenance and Testing
!.The MCR should be designed in siucnh a way that minimizesq the need for

maintenance and test personnel to Work, Or at least limit their presence, in the
contr-ol room.

2.Control room displays should be designed and inst-alled for easy calibratio
and replacement.

3.AccGess fo inpection, operation, and routine maintenance of components
Ishould not be restric-tive.-
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2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Supporting and Supplemental GE Documents

2.1.1 Supporting Documents

The following supporting documents were used as the controlling documents in the production
of this plan. These documents form the design basis traceability for the requirements outlined in
this plan.

1. NP-2010 COL Owner's Group Demonstration Project Quality Assurance Plan, NEDO-
33181

2. ESBWR Design Control Document Chapters 7 (26A6642AW)

3. ESBWR Design Control Document Chapter 18 (26A66423X)(26A6642_A,,

21L2 Supplemental Documents

1. NEDO-33262, ESBWR HFE Operating Experience Review Implementation Plan

2. NEDO-33219, ESBWR HFE Functional Requirements Analysis Plan Implementation Plan

3. NEDO-33220, ESBWR HFE Allocation of Functions Implementation Plan

4. NEDO-33221, ESBWR HFE Task Analysis

5. NEDO-33266, ESBWR HFE Staffing and Qualifications Plan

6. NEDO-33267, ESBWR HFE Human Reliability Analysis Implementation Plan

7. NEDO-3321 76, ESBWR Man-Machine Interface System and Human Factors Engineering
Implementation Plan

8. NEDO-33223, ESBWR HFE Verification and Validation Plan

9. NEDO-33224, ESBWR HFE Procedure Development Plan

10. NEDO-33275, ESBWR HFE Training Program Development Plan

11. NEDO-33278, ESBWR HFE Design Implementation Plan

12. NEDO-33277, ESBWR HFE Human Performance Monitoring Implementation Plan

2.2 Codes and Standards.

1.l&EEE St4d I1023 :20-04, Guide for- the Applieation cf Human Faeters Engineering to Systems,
Equipment, -And Facilitie-s; of N4uclear Power Generating stations-

2.lEEE Std 1012 1998, IE- EE Stan-.dard for- Ver-ification and Validation Plans
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2.3 Regulatory Guidelines

1.10 C=FR 50, Domestic ýicenlsing of Production and Utilization Facilities, December 1981

2.10 CFR 73, Physical Protection of Plants and Materials, Paragraph 55, August 1980

.NUREG 0696, Functional Criteria for Em.ergency Response F-acilities, -980

4-,1._NUREG-0700, Rev. 2 Human System Interface Design Review Guideline 2002"

-5.2._NUREG-07 11, Rev. 2 Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model, 2004

3. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements, 1983

6.NUREG 0737, Supplement 4, Requirements for Emergency Response Capability, 198-0

7.NUREG 0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 18 Human Factors Engineering, 2004

9.NUREG 0899, Guidelines for- the Preparation of Emegenicy Ope1ating Pr-ocedures, 19

1 0.NUIrEG!CR 333 1, A Methiodology for Allocating Nulear Power- Plant Control. Functions to
H4uman and Auto~m.ated- Control, 1983, (US Nuclear Regulator~y Commission)

1 I TNUREG/CR 1227, Human Engineering Guidelines for the Evaluation and Assessment e
Video Display Units, 198-5

I 2.NUrE.GXCR 5228, Techniques for- Prepar-ing Flowchaf~ Fefmat Emer-gencey Operatinig
Procedures (Vols. 1 & 2), 198-9

13.NUREG/CR 5139,1Humnan Factors Issues Associatead w~ith AdAnAeed instrumentation and
Controls Technelogies in Nuclear- Plants. 1990

1 .Regulator-y Guide 1.97, Rev. 4, Instrumentatin for- Light ater Co-leA Nclea.r DPower
Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an Accidenit

2.4 DOD and DOE Documents
1\D/223168, SysStemf Engineering Management Guide. (Defense Systems Managemfent
College, Kockler, F., et. a!.), 1990

2.DOD H4DBK 76 1A, Humfan Enigineer-ing Guidelines for- Management information Systems,
4-98

300OD HDBK 763, Human Engineerin -~Ff~eeEI44fe~- Guid,,;A I4P
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4.DOE H4DBK 111 0 2001 H4uman Factors/Ergonomics Handbook for- the Design for Ease ot
Maintenanee

5.ESD TR 86 278, Guidelin'es for Designing User- interface Software, 1986

Facilities, 199-5

8.N4IL STD 1472F, August 1999,1Human Engineering Design Criteria for- Militar-y Systems,
EqUlpmOVnt _AnA_ facilit11es: Depafrment Of LfeteSO Pesign GLt--ritea StMidanarJ uanfctr

2.5 Inutr n Other- Documents

I .Advanced Light Water- Reactor-, Utility Requirements Document, Volume MI, Chapter 10,
MUan Mac4_-hine Interface Systems

2.ANSI HFS 100, Amferie-an N4ational Standard for- Human Factors Engineer-ing of Visual-
~isplay I erminal wor-1: stations t fmerican -P4tiona! ý)tanear-Es histitute), 4

3 ANSI/ISA S 18. 1, Annunciator Sequences and Speeifications (Instrumfenlt Society, Of Amferica),
49-9-2

1.ANSI/L1SA S5.5, Gr-aphic Symbols, frF -Proeetas Displays (Instrument Society, of America), 1985

5.Bikson T. K., & Gutek B. A. (1983). Advanced officse systems- An empirical look at use and
satisfaction. Proceeedings of the 4FW-8 Alatioeial om~puter Contfefvene, 52-,319 328

6.BNL TR E2090 TI4 1 9/96,1Human Systems InefceDsgnPeess and Rev~iew Criteri-a,
4-99

7.BNL TR E2090 T-4 4 12/94, R1. (1996). Group View Displays: Function-al Character-istics and
Review Critri

8.Boddy D., & Buchanan P. (1982). Infor-mation tecohnology, and the experience of workE". in L.
Bannon, Uý. Barry, & 0. Hoist (Eds.), hiformiation tcnog:Impact oni the way of 1ife
(144 157). Dun Laoghairc, Dublin: Tycooly International

I .........

9.tBuxton WN. (1982). An intormal study of selection positionine tasks. '82,23 328

1/' r)... ••_ XIT /'I•O )X -.. 1-7 fv z"• ..... lz _ ._
I W.UXLMEM v. t 198:. Lemaitfid no r-agmiffic issues of input struetur-es . tompufer, uragnes.,% J
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1 !.Buxton W., Fiume E., Hill R., Lee A., & Woo C. (1983). Continuous hand gesture driven
input. Arocccdings of Graphies Pnteifaee 83, 191 195

12.Buxtonq W., Lamb M., Sher-man D., & Smith K. C. (1983). Towards a comprehensieue
interface management system. GewputcP Graphics., !;Z(3), 35 42

13.Car-d S. K., Moran T, P., & Newell A. (1983). The psyeheletj. ofihuman compute
intera.tion. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawr.en.e Er.baum Assoiates

1.Dr;ap r S. WT. (198.05). The nature of expe1tise in UNIX. in B. Sha.ke! (Ed.), LNTEA..T I4
First eonferonene On humaln computer interaetio~n

15.Dr.ape., S. W. & Norman, P. A. (1986). User centered system design- New per.spectives an
human compuiter inter-action. New Jer-sey: Law~r-efie Erilbaum

an- m , t.aP., & Meister-, P. (2002). Humanfatotrs in sstem design, dvpment, an
testing. New~ Jer-sey: Lawr-ence Erlbaum.

17.Endsley, M. R. Towards a Theor-y of Situation Awa reness in Dynamic Systems. H4uman
Factors, 37, 65 81. 1 995

18.6auld I. D., & Lewis C. (1985). Designing for- usability: Key principles and what designiers
think. in B. Shackel (Ed.), LWTEZICGT W4-: Fir-st copnferne on human computer
interaction. Amsterdam: North H4olland

19.EPRId NP 3659, (1981). Huiman factors guide. for nucea~er power plant controel roomf

development. Electric Power- Researceh institute

20.FAA H4FDS 2003 Human F-actors Design Standard

21 4.Hix, D. & Haftson, H4. R. (1993) Developing user intefifaees.. Ensurding fisabdioir through
product and process. NY, Wiley

22.NASA STDP 3000, Rev. B 1995 Man Systems Integration Standards

23.Rasmussen, J. (1986). Infor-mationi pr-ocessing and hum-an m-achine. interacation: An appr-oach
to cognitive eniern.New York: North Holland

24.Woods, P. P., & Roth, E. Mv. (1988). Cognitive systemsý egnringn M4. Helander (Ed.),
Handbook ofhuman computer interaction (pp. 3 413). New Yerk: Elsevier

25.WodsD. D., Watts, j. C., Gr-aham, J. M., Kidwell, D. L., & Smit, P. A. (1996). Teaching
cognitive systems engineering. Proceeedings-, 259 263
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3. Combinations of personnel and system elements (for example, shared control and automatic
systems with manual backup)"

The function allocation is a human factors engineering process that is used to determine the level
of automation for a system. The function allocation process exploits the strengths of personnel
and system elements.

The function allocation process is based on HFE principles using a structured and well-
documented methodology that seeks to provide plant operators with logical, coherent, and
meaningful tasks. Function allocation is not based solely on technology considerations that
allocate to plant personnel everything the designers cannot automate. Such an approach results
in activities that are likely to negatively affect operator performance. The design does not
embrace automation for the sake of automation, but rather selectively automates in order to
maintain operator situational awareness and vigilance.

The function allocation report describes the top-down approach to determining function
allocation and presents the results for safety functions. NUREG/CR 3331 and the top down
approachi are used to develop the approach for- making the function allocation deeisions.

For each system identified in the functional requirements analysis, the function allocation
methodology is applied and a level of automation is specified and documented. The result
summary report includes a specification of the current level of automation and personnel
responsibility for safety functions, and the associated safety-related processes and systems. The
rationale for the current plant function allocation decisions, pertaining to the ESBWR safety
functions, is also documented.

The function allocation results summary report also includes a description of HFE activities that
are conducted as part of the HSI design process to verify the adequacy of current function
allocation decisions, and establishes the capability of operators to perform the role assigned to
them. This includes:

* How human factors input is provided early in the design process

* How the role of the operator is considered in assigning function allocation

* Mechanisms available for reconsidering, and if necessary, changing function
allocations in response to operating experience and the outcomes of ongoing analyses
and trade-off studies

While this initial function allocation documents the current level of automation (and the
rationale) for systems affecting the safety systems, the function allocation is revised, if needed,
following completion of the OER/BRR report. If, after considering OER/BRR results, a function
allocation decision changes the current level of automation (function allocation) and the
respective system is part of the decomposition of one of the critical safety functions (functional
requirements analysis), then the function allocation documentation is revised.
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3.1.2 Goals

The primary goal for HSI designs is to facilitate safe, efficient and reliable operator performance
during all phases of normal plant operation, abnormal events and accident conditions.
Maintenance, test, and inspection activities are also considered. To achieve the operator
performance goals, information, displays, controls, and other interface devices in the control
room and other plant areas are designed and implemented in a manner consistent with good HFE
practices. The goals can be summarized as fulfilling the following:

• Maximize plant capacity/output power levels

* Achieve and maintain high reliability

* Achieve and maintain high availability

* Maintain high levels of safety

• Maintain high levels of operator awareness of the plant and equipment states

* Minimize the likelihood of human errors

Integrate fault tolerance and fault recovery into the systems (both from potential human
and equipment errors)

The objective of the HSI concept design process is to produce an HSI design that presents plant
information and controls in a useful, effective, and operator-friendly manner and allows the
operators to safely monitor and control the plant under all operating conditions. A well-defined
design process that incorporates industry-accepted human factors engineering principles is used
to achieve this objective.

3.1.3 Basis and Requirements

The HFE team develops functional requirements for the HSI to address the concept of
operations; personnel functions and tasks defined in the operations analysis; task and
staffing/qualifications analysis; and requirements for a safe, comfortable working environment.
The HSI requirements address the various types of HSIs, for example, alarms, displays, and
controls. The three components of HSI design: concept design, style guide, and detailed design
share similar bases and requirements.

The concept design uses human factor elements, as defined in the DCD Chapter 18 and the
MMIS and HFE Implementation Plan, to address HFE issues during the HSI design process.
The HSI design, hardware, software, logic, controls, indications and the style guide that governs
their creation conform to the principles set forth in regulations including:

* NUREG-0700 Rev. 2

* NUREG-0711 Rev. 2

TNUREG 0800 Section 189

-ANSI/ISA S 18.1

S -DG 115, Section A.I. 18
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The HFE designteam reviews and verifies that the HSI concept design uses accepted HFE
principles in its form and presentation of information and in its interactions with plant personnel.
Additionally, the Computer Based Procedures (CBPs) presented by the HSI conform to the
principles set forth in NUREG/CR 663• and NUREG-0700 Rev. 2.

3.L4 General Approach

Due to increasing regulatory and utility requirements, and demands for greater plant availability,
it is necessary to incorporate innovative designs reflecting advances in computer-based
technology. In recent years, the major nuclear plant vendors have been developing control
complexes that make use of computers to process plant parameter data and display information
to personnel. Computer based applications reduce the number of hardwired instruments needed
to provide information about plant operations, In addition, computer-aiding routines are
incorporated to unburden plant personnel, thereby allowing them to direct their attention to
monitoring, and analysis and decisions regarding plant operations.

Figure 1 outlines the overall flow of the HFE process and the portions of the process that provide
input to HSI design. Processes that receive input from HSI design are also shown. The primary
input to HSI design is data processed through operational analysis. Operational analysis receives
input from:

• HRA/PRA results and risk significance determinations

• OER/BRR results and lessons learned

• Defense-in-Depth and Diversity (D3) requirements

* Design Control Document (DCD) specifications and requirements

* System Design Specifications (SDS)

These inputs are processed through design, detailed, and economic analyses in the functional
requirements analysis, allocation of function, and task analysis phases of operational analysis.
Outputs from task analysis form the inputs to HSI design. Operational analysis provides or
refines:

• Requirements to the HSI Implementation Plan

* Detailed procedure outlines to the Procedure Development Plan

* Task sequence and interlock logic for plant automation and auto control of functions

Operational analysis identifies the individual mental and physical tasks necessary to support the
functions. allocated to humans, machine, or shared.

The Staffing and Qualification (S&Q) process provides additional input to HSI Design that when
combined with operational analysis specifications in accordance with the HSI style guide
generate HSI specifications.

Feedback inputs to the HSI design process include issues and lessons learned impacting HSI
design from:
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by the technology, the more detailed is the derivation of the human function/sub function. If the
designer of an interface merely says a display is provided, the specialist can deduce only that
perceptual-cognitive activity is requlired. If the designer says that the display is a multivariate
display reporting the interactions of multiple dimensions (level, pressure, temperature, and so
forth), the specialist is able to decompose the perceptual-cognitive function into more
meaningful sub functions (Enderwiek & Meister, 2002).

The conceptual design portion of the overall HSI design process analyzes the basic HSI
requirements generated in operational analysis and the human factors insight gained from HFE
specialists andgenerates the HSI conceptual design. The conceptual design meets the process
goals by satisfying the HSI design requirements in a manner that takes advantage of human
strengths while avoiding human weaknesses.

3.2 HSI Specific Guidance - Style Guide
The purpose of the HSI style guide is to provide a set of HSI design guidelines to be used by the
HSI designers to help ensure that a consistent design philosophy is applied. As suggested
throughout NUREG-0700, ESBWR implementation guidelines are developed by tailoring the
requirements of NUREG-0700 to the ESBWR specific applications. Other S•..•gidein.es. and
standar-ds are also used as input to the style guide. Deviations from NUREG-0700, if any, will be
iustified. The resulting HSI implementation guidelines include the following:

1. Anthropometric and ergonomic data-an-ddesign guidelines

2. HSI display format philosophy

3. Display implementation guidelines

The anthr.p.metric• and er.gon. mi; data and design guidelines doeument provides the
anthropom-eatic -And- w rgnomic data and guidelinees th-at -are us~ed inl the design of the H4SI
envir-onment. The anthropometric data include 5 th percentile female and 9 5th percentile male
data from the United States populations for measures such as arm length, sitting eye height,
functional reach, and so forth. This helps designers produce guidelines for physical clearances
and reach envelopes. Employing these guidelines ensures that objects in the control room do not
impede operator actions, and that a wide range of operators is accommodated.

Ambient and direct lighting, glare, and viewing distance guidelines are noted to provide
sufficient readability of all text-based and color-coded items in the control room. Auditory
thresholds and guidelines are outlined so alarms and auditory signals are designed for maximum
operator detection.

Guidelines for environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, and radiation exposure are
addressed to provide comfort and safety for the operators in the control room at all times.

The HSI display format philosophy document establishes the basic philosophy requirements for
the display formats made available to the operators. Descriptions of display hierarchy,
presentation, and navigation are provided in the style guide.
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As the design progresses the HFE team identifies other requirements that become inputs to the
HSI design.

3.2.2 Goals

The style guide defines the HSI structure, layout, color schemes, screen hierarchy, and hardware
options from which the HSI is designed and developed. It also provides direction regarding how
the criteria are to be applied. Compliance with style guide criteria when designing the HSI to
meet therequirements set forth by operational analysis ensures the following goals are met:

* Standardization

" Consistency

* Uniformity

* Relevancy of meaning

* Discrimination of alarms and states

" Accommodation of user expectations

* Navigability

* Compliance with good HFE practices

* Minimize human error

3.2.3 Basis and Requirements
The design uses human factor elements, as defined in the DCD Chapter 18 and the MMIS and
HFE Implementation Plan, to address HFE issues during the HSI design process. The HSI
design, hardware, software, logic, controls, indications and the style guide that governs their
creation conform to the principles set forth in regulations including:

* NUREG-0700 Rev. 2

* NUREG-0711 Rev. 2

-NUREG 0800 Section 18

-ANSI'ISA S 18.1

P G 114 5, Section C.I. 18

The HFE design team reviews and verifies that the HSI design uses accepted HFE principles in
its form and presentation of information and in its interactions with plant personnel.
Additionally, the CBPs presented by the HSI conform to the principles set forth in
NUREG/CR 6634 and NUREG-0700 Rev. 2. The style guide generated in this portion of the
process presents design options for use in the ESBWR and the requirements for use and
presentation of the HSI elements and CBPs. The HFE design team uses the style guide to
properly combine and structure the HSI design elements and operational analysis requirements.
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3.2.4 GeneralApproach

The ESBWR HSI style guide is both a product of the HSI design effort and a governing input to
it. The style guide is one of the first products generated by the HSI design team. The style guide
will be created using input from similar guides from previous designs such as the ABWR, HSI
style guides from other industries, NUREG-0700, NUREG/CR -45-39[r21, and other applicable
documents. The style guide is a compilation of HSI equipment, control, display, interface, and
structures from which designers can select the most appropriate option for a given application.
Additionally, the style guide sets requirements for when and how to incorporate the various
hardware options.

Similar guidance is provided in the area of HSI software including workstation design and
presentation content, format, and logic. Style guide requirements maintain consistency in
presentation, navigation, and interface mechanisms between various portions of the HSI.
Because human factors criteria and best practices are infused in the style guide requirements, its
use ensures HSI design minimizes the likelihood of human error.

3.2.5 Application
Having better theories of users and task domains allows building more usable human-computer
interfaces, but it is important to realize that the ultimate usability of a system in a given
environment is governed as much by the organization of work around the system as it is by
fundamental characteristics of the technology itself. Boddy and Buhanan (1982), in a repOr.t O
case studies of new te..hnology applications, note ho" the technology can be used to

complement or replace human capabilities, and that both the level Of Workler satisfaction and th
over-all use of the technoelogy were Sensitive to the or-ganization of workfi a;s- a whole. rather than to
specific aspects of systems.

Biksaon and Gutck (1983) found that a key feature that predicts how well users in tegrat
infofmatian technology into their workE and how happy they are involves the amount of variety
they have. in the-ir wovrk. This does not imnply that lower level issues of user- inter-face design are
unimport~ant, rather- it points out that the design of interfaces includes a concern for- how features
of the interface might acceommo date. di fferent kcinds; o-.Affwk organization, allowing for flexible

Although the technology does not determine the work organization, it can bias things so that
certain kinds of procedures are more likely to be adopted than others. It is at this level that
designers can influence how work gets done. This argues for a more thorough analysis of the
operating philosophy beyond traditional task analysis and examining the social and
organizational context that influences the operation of work activities. Restricting a person to
abstract work procedures and designing systems at this level can lead to unworkable systems.

Insight gained in this area is infused in the criteria contained in the ESBWR HSI style guide.
This ensures that HFE goals are met when the technical requirements defined in operational
analysis are incorporated into the HSI design in accordance with the style guide.
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NUREG-0711 Rev. 2

-NUPREG 0800 Section 18

ANS'I/ISA S 18.1

-DG 111 5, Section C.I. 19
The HFE design team reviews and verifies that the HSI detailed design uses accepted HFE
principles in its form and presentation of information and in its interactions with plant personnel.
Additionally, the CBPs presented by the HSI conform to the principles set forth in
NUPJEG/CR 6631 and NUREG-0700 Rev. 2. Detailed design including software and hardware
elements are generated in accordance with the style guide.

,33..4 GeneralApproach

1. Specific HFE design guidance is developed using operational analysis requirements and the
HFE principles incorporated into the style guide. This guidance is used in the design of the
HSI features, layout, and environment.

2. The HSI detailed design supports personnel in their primary role of monitoring and
controlling the plant while minimizing personnel demands associated with use of the
displays (for example, window manipulation, display selection, display system navigation).
High-level HSI design review principles reflect NUREG-0700 Rev. 2 guidelines.

3. For risk-important Human Actions (HAs), the design seeks to minimize the probability that
errors occur and maximize the probability that an error is detected if one is made.

4. When developing detailed HSI design requirements for monitoring and control capabilities
provided either in the control room or locally in the plant, the following factors are
considered:

a. Communication, coordination, and workload

b. User feedback

c. Local environment

d. Inspection, test, and maintenance

e. Risk-important elements

5. The layout of HSI within consoles, panels, and workstations is based upon

a. Analyses of operator roles (job analysis)

b. Systematic strategies for organization such as arrangement by importance, frequency of
use, and sequence of use

c. Accommodation of diversity and defense-in-depth (train segregation)

6. Personnel and task performance is supported during minimal, nominal, and high-level
staffing.
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* Personnel primary task performance (task times and procedure violations)

• Personnel errors (intention errors related to assessing the plant conditions, and
execution errors related to using the HSI)

* Situation awareness

* Workload (cognitive: decision making; physical: motion)

* Personnel communications and coordination (information sharing and coordinated
control actions, and crew synchronization)

* Dynamic anthropometry evaluations (reach and dexterity issues)

• Physical positioning and interaction with the HSI (physical motion between panels and
workstations and information display-space navigation)

* Secondary task control (display format navigation, information search, and so forth)

HSI Design Analyses, Reviews and Evaluations

This section provides a description of the methods and tools to be used for analysis, reviews and
evaluations of the HSI during the design process.

Techniques are appropriate for the evaluation of HSI include, but are not limited to:

* Checklists

* Structured interviews

* Direct observation of operator behaviors

" Analysis of historical records of operational problems with similar equipment

* Physical measurements

• Experiments

• Subject Matter Expert (SME) rating of alternative designs

.riteria that may be u.sed in sele.ting HF techniques are the following:

Type of design. Taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques that may not
app..~

Type of technology (proven or noet). in accordanceewith Section 3.2 of the EPRI URD NP 5795,
the N4CR desg use rven technology. Advanceed systems. eqiuipment, softwar-e and firm:wAaremabeutiidfprennohraplainsadfndinhePR P575orn

ABWRS

Additional eensiderations in the selection of FE techniques inelude:

-Relative time to perform
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-Relative complexity

-Relative cost effectiveness

Demonstrated by use of dynamic. displays, simulator, and sofoh

Criteria [r4]that may be used in selecting HFE techniques are the following:

a. Safety and/or risk significance

b. Type of design (taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques that
may not apply)

c. Type of technology

d. Relative time to perform

e. Relative complexity

f. Relative cost

g. Relative cost effectiveness

h. Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth

The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design. What should the system
do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used? If the objectives are clear,
the evaluation of the results is made simpler. Numerous methods are available for evaluation of
designs. Figures 4 and 5 provide guidance on selecting appropriate and usefu. methos..

Definition of the Design/Evaluation Tools for the HSI Design Analyses

Consider-ing the eriteri-a listead in Section 3 and criteria to be used in selecting H4FE/H4SL Design
and Evaluation Tools, the following techniques are used in the conduct of the HSI design
analyses. Checklists, drawings, mock-ups, and questionnaires and interviews will be used as
described below to gather HSI Tests and Evaluations data and information.

Design Criteria Checklist

A checklist includes a series of equipment and facilities design requirements taken from human
engineering standards and guides that address HSIs. The checklist is divided into categories of
design criteria corresponding to major equipment or facilities. These categories might consist of
visual displays, audio displays, controls, and so forth; NUREG-0700 Rev. 2 provides examples
of checklist formats.

Drawings

Engineering drawings or sketches of interest to the.HFE Design Team may be further
categorized as:
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3.3.5.13.1 Grouping of operating areais
The MCR and LCS are divided into operating areas where each operator has all the controls and
indications required to perform the tasks assigned in various operating conditions including start
up, normal operation, shutdown and emergencies. Consideration is also given to tasks related to
maintenance, testing, and inspection activities. The configuration minimizes interference among
operator tasks.

Control Boards and Arrangement

The arrangement of control panels, desks and boards in the MCR, RSS, and LCSs include:

a. Allowing each operator to have sufficient space among the panels for immediate and
direct access to the information and controls pertinent to tasks

b. Eliminating conflicting paths for the various operators

c. Facilitating communications and coordination among the operators

3.3.5.14 Environment
Environmental conditions in the MCR are such that the operators can perform tasks effectively
and comfortably. The environmental conditions are consistent with the MCR habitability
requirements.

The MCR environmental specification includes requirements for:

1. Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)

The MCR ventilation system design accommodates postulated accident conditions of the.
plant. The HSI is designed in accordance with the MCR environmental conditions.

2. Illumination

MCR lighting system gives special attention to uniformity, and control of shadows, glare,
reflections, and highlighting.

An emergency lighting system continuously provides illumination necessary for task
performance even on failure of the normal system.

3. Auditory Environment

Auditory environment of the HSI is designed considering a relevant database on human
auditory capability and characteristics.

The special environmental requirements for the M4CR_ fiare detfined in the post accident monitor-ing
references RG 1 .97 and IEEE 497[r51.
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" Use of flat panel and Video Display Unit (VDU) displays

* Use of electronic on-screen controls

* Use of Wide Display Panel (WDP)

• Use of prioritized alarm systems

* Automation of process systems

* Operator workstation design integration

Operating experience reviews are performed on potential applications and include:

Review of reports provided by industry organizations (NRC, EP-R-, INPO, and so
forth)

Review of applicable research in these design areas, as may be documented in
reports from universities, national laboratories, the NRC, and in proceedings
published by FIFE professional societies

Review of applicable research and experience reports published by HSI equipment
vendors

Operating experience review in each of the three areas specified above also includes
feedback obtained from actual users. If the documents selected forthe conduct of the
operating experience review for a particular area do not include the results of user feedback,
then interviews with users of at least two applications of that particular technology area are
also conducted.

4.13 Process

HFE criteria are applied along with all other design requirements to select and design the
particular equipment for application to the MCR and RSS HSI. The HSI design implements
the information and control requirements that have been developed in the task analysis,
including the displays, controls, and alarms necessary for the execution of those tasks
identified in the task analyses as being critical tasks. The configuration of the equipment
design is established to satisfy the functional and technical design requirements and the
design process ensures the HSI is consistent with HFE principles.

.The HSI design criteria applied to the ESBWR MCR is also used in the design of the
information displayed on the VDUs located in the TSC and EOF. The information displayed
in the TSC/EOF and Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs), a subset of information, is
available to the operator in the MCR. HSI as defined for ESBWR also includes the operator
interface at the RSS displays and risk significant LCSs..

Typically, the order in which various kinds of HSI are addressed is dictated by the amount of
lead-time required for construction, progressive availability of design information, and time
needed to satisfy training requirements. Human factors efforts are completed within the
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option with associated HFE usage and supporting detail specifications, or isrejected as an
option for use in the ESBWR. The technical option inputs are analyzed using HFE principles
and practices provided by the HSI design team HFE specialist, along with the desired
attributes established in the operations analysis. Options selected are used to generate style
guide HSI element alternatives with associated human factors usage specifications.

The training, procedures, V&V, and HPM processes provide feedback inputs that can result
in revisions to the lists of allowable elements and their specifications and requirements
contained in the style guide.

4.2.3 Process

The style guide is created using input from similar guides from previous designs such as the
ABWR, HSI style guides from other industries, NUREG-0700, NUR, &GR 4539, and other
applicable documents. As operational analysis requirements are processed for
implementation in the HSI design, the HSI design team will consider existing alternatives
contained in the style guide. If style guide alternatives do not adequately address the
requirement being considered or if potential enhancements to options are proposed, then
additional HSI element options are evaluated for use in the ESBWR HSI. If approved, the
new element options are incorporated into the style guide and are made available for use by
HSI design team. The style guide is a compilation of HSI equipment, control, display,
interface, and structures from which designers can select the most appropriate alternative for
a given application. Additionally, the style guide sets requirements for when and how to
incorporate the various hardware alternatives.

Similar guidance is provided in the area of HSI software including workstation design and
presentation content, format, and logic. Style guide requirements maintain consistency in
presentation, navigation, and interface mechanisms between various portions of the HSI.

This iterative process continues throughout the HSI design process.

4.2.4 Outputs

The output of the style guide design activity is a document presenting hardware, software,
and usage alternatives from which the HFE design team constructs the ESBWR HSI.
Additionally, the guide outlines the basic requirements and formatting specifications
associated with each alternative incorporated into the HSI. The guide is a living document
that takes input from the conceptual design process (HSI design elements being considered).
The guide in turn provides input back into the conceptual design process in the form of
approved human factors alternatives and usage specifications. Through this iterative process,
the HSI design team is provided the flexibility and the HFE guidance to create an HSI that
meets ESBWR goals.

4.3 -HSI Detailed Design

The detailed design uses the alternatives and features selected in the conceptual design
process and the guidance containedain the style guide to generate detailed HSI designs. The
detailed design process addresses all hardware, software, layout, formatting, and features
incorporated into the HSI design to meet ESBWR human centered design goals.
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Coding principles are established in an early stage of HSI design. The coding principles are
consistent with guidelines of NUREG-0700, Rev. 2. The coding system is consistent
throughout the HSI. This applies to location, information, color, and illumination codes.
Coding is consistent among HSI in the MCR, LCS, and back panels.

The simulator coding is consistent with the plant MCR. The equipment symbols,
abbreviations, and acronyms are defined in the DCD. Use of symbols for coding of
components should be consistent with the shapes defined in the DCD. New shapes are
defined and documented in the style guide.

The coding method selected for application is determined considering the relative advantages
of the types of coding:

Coding method and guidelines are as follows:

1. Physical Coding

a. Size coding - Not more than three different sizes are used for discrimination by
absolute size.

b. Shape coding - Number of shapes is limited in shape coding.

c. Color-coding - The number of colors used for coding is kept to the minimum to
provide necessary information. Less than eight colors are preferable and not more
than 12 colors, including black and white, are used.

To ensure the correct use of color-coding, the following rules are applied:

i. Color is used in a redundant mode. This is necessary to allow for variations in

lighting conditions.

ii. The choice of colors allows all users to discriminate between each color under
all conditions of use.

iii. The colors used contrast adequately with the background of the display. In
addition, adjacent colors contrast adequately with each other.

iv. Consistency of meaning assigned to each color is essential. The use of color
codes with symbols is consistent across all applications within the control room
and LCS.

v. For VDU display, the background color is pure and free from noise patterning.

vi. In selecting color codes, common human perception of the color meaning (for
example, red-stop, green-go, and so forth.) as well as industry standards and
practices which have been identified for advanced control rooms are used.

d. Auditory coding - Auditory coding by frequency is permissible but not more than
five separate frequencies should be used. Auditory coding may be implemented
based on frequency, rate of change, patterns, and location of auditory device. EPRI
has performed studies related to alarm systems and these are eonsidered.
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data structure sequence by required human action of some kind. The required action can be
an acknowledgement of a HSI queue alerting the operator to impending action or it can be
more detailed. One example of when this allocation is selected is where economic impacts
may result if the machine sequence continues.

Machine, Human Backup - This output allocates the function to plant equipment and
automation for performance. Plant personnel monitor the machine and perform or complete
performance of the function in the event that the machine does not complete its execution.
Analysis has shown that while the machine is best suited to perform the function sequence,
plant personnel are capable of performing the sequence if called upon. Additionally, analysis
has determined that the consequences of partial or incorrect performance are such that
operator performance of the functions following machine failure is warranted.

Human, Machine Assist - This output allocates the function to plant personnel for
performance. Equipment and automation assist plant personnel in performance of the
function. Analysis has shown that the human is capable of mitigating the consequences.he
may make. One or more forms of machine assistance are provided to aid in the performance
of the function.

Human, Machine Backup - This output allocates the function to plant personnel for
performance. The machine monitors human performance of the function and performs or
completes performance of the function in the event that the human does not complete its
execution. Analysis has shown that while the human is best suited to perform the function
sequence, potential error consequences are unacceptable and the machine is capable of
mitigating the consequences of potential human errors.

4.3.4.4 Staffing and Qualifications
The HSI design process receives input from the staffing and qualifications process when
establishing HSI conceptual design specifications. Conceptual design combines the
requirements and ownership allocations generated in operational analysis with the most
appropriate human owner based upon qualifications and number of personnel available in the
required location.

Feedback is provided from HSI detailed design to the staffing and qualification and
operational analysis processes when the design process is unable to generate detailed design
output that meets the requirements of operational analysis and staffing and qualifications
concurrently. Additionally, feedback is provided in the form of cumulative workload for
specific staff positions and qualifications for use in workload analyses.

4.3.4.5 Mockups, Part-Task Simulation, and Full Scope Simulation
The detailed HSI design is used to develop mockups, part task simulators, and full scope
simulators that emulate the final plant design to the requirements of 10 GFR55.46,
Regulatei=y Guide 1.149, ANSPANS 3.5 2005 and other- applieable requirements. These
mockups and simulators are used to V&V the work performed and the results obtained
during implementation of the HFE design process shown in Figure 1.
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b. Type of design (taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques
that may not apply)

c. Type of technology (in aeer.danee . with EPRI 4112D NP 5795, the M.CR design uses-
proven technology. Advanced system-s, equipment, software And fir-mware may be
justified if proeven in other- applications as defined in the EPRI URD NP 5795,ori
ABWRs)

d. Relative time to perform

e. Relative complexity

f. Relative cost

g. Relative cost effectiveness

h. Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth

The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design. What should the
system do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used?. Numerous
methods are available for evaluation of designs. Figures 4 and 5 provide guidance on
selecting appropriate And useful methodsrr6l

4.3.4.7 Procedures
An implicit design goal in most discussions of human-system interfaces is that system design
enables users, to be in control of the technology.

Procedures enable users to accomplish daily tasks adequately. However, without at least a
common-sense understanding of how the procedures relate to the underlying system, users
are unable to adapt them to new situations, to deal with either system malfunctions or the
consequences of their own errors, or to adapt to new or evolving systems.

The HSI pertinent to procedures and their use is applied in meaningful ways that
accommodate these concerns. A basis of user system understanding is developed along with
procedures. Thus full generalization and well-informed procedure development and use are
enabled.

4.3.4.8 Panels and Consoles
The physical elements of the HSI are organized into workstations at which plant personnel
carry out the tasks of monitoring and controlling the ESBWR. Workstations are stand-up,
sit-down or a combination of both. HFE principles governing attributes such as reach, field
of vision, and comfort are integral to the alternatives contained in the HSI style guide and are
therefore incorporated into the design.

Size and shape of HSI equipment such as: control consoles, desks, boards, panels and chairs
are determined from the anthropometric requirements and other human engineering
considerations. Details considered during workstation design include (adapted from
NUREG-0700, Rev. 2):

Workstation height (operators, supervisors, and any other)
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Anthropometric data takes two forms: static data and dynamic data. Static data is derived
from a person in static postures; dynamic data is based on movements, which approximate
most work environments.

Regardless of the type of data, it follows a statistical phenomenon known as normal
frequency distribution. When the frequency of occurrences is plotted on a graph against the
actual measurement, it forms a normal (bell) frequency distribution curve. The significance
of this is that designers of products, tools, equipment, and so forth have a quantifiable design
basis on which to make design decisions where human factors are involved.

At various points along the distribution curve, it is determined what percentage of the
population fall below and above the given dimension. These points are referred to as
percentiles. At the 50th percentile, 50 per cent of the population is smaller or larger than the
given size measurement. Likewise, at the 5th percentile, five percent are smaller and 96 per
cent are larger, and at the 95th percentile, only five percent are larger.

Using this information, it can be seen that there are definite dangers in using the 50th
percentile in design criteria, as only half of the population would be accommodated unless
adjustability was built in. In keeping with the desire to accommodate as many people as
possible (and practical), normal design is for either the 5th or 95th percentile depending on
the component in question.

4.3.4.13 Workplace
The proposed dimensions for the MCR and the consoles are defined to assure that the MCR
arrangement allows for the necessary support staff work areas. Initial minimum
requirements .ere ;'Aovosed on the EP+R NP 5795, 1991. The arrangement may be modified in
accordance with the detailed human factors analysis and requirements.

4.3.4.14 Environment

Environmental considerations are taken into account to ensure that they do not adversely
impact the ability of humans to effectively use the HSI. Environmental variables considered
include:

* Noise

* Lighting

* Flooring and slip, trip, and fall potential

* Accessibility

* Vibration

• Temperature
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c. Eliminate unnecessary information

d. Use concise, unambiguous wording for instructions and messages

e. Use easy to recognize icons

f. Use a balanced screen layout - do not put too much information at the top of the
screen - try to balance information in each screen quadrant

g. Use plenty of 'white space' around text blocks - use at least 50% white space for text
screens

h. Group information logically

i. Structure the information rather than just presenting a narrative format
(comprehension can be 40% faster for a structured format)

11. Individual differences

a. Accommodate individual differences in user experience (from the novice to the
computer literate)

b. Accommodate user preferences by allowing some degree of customization of screen
layout, appearance, icons and so forth

c. Allow alternative forms for commands (for example, key combinations through
menu selections) (Hix and Hart4.n, l 993 [r71)

In order to effectively apply these design principles, one needs to understand users' tasks and
requirements. Understanding and applying principles is meaningless if users are unhappy
with the final product.

The goal for user interface design is to have the interface positively support users' endeavors
and never intrude adversely. The interface should be transparent to the task the user is trying
to accomplish and be efficient, satisfying.

Design Principles

Simplicity: Do not compromise usability for function

Keep the interface simple and straightforward. Users benefit from function that is easily
accessible and usable. A poorly organized interface cluttered with many advanced functions
distracts users from accomplishing their everyday tasks. A well-organized interface that
supports the user's tasks fades into the background and allows the user to work efficiently.

Basic functions should be immediately apparent, while advanced functions may be less
obvious to new users. Function should be included only if a task analysis shows it is needed.
Therefore, keep the number of objects and actions to a minimum while still allowing users to
accomplish their tasks.

Support: Place the user in control and provide proactive assistance
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Results Summary Report
The results of the HSI design process outlined in this plan are summarized in a Results
Summary Report (RSR). The RSR provides a list of the design specifications for the HSI,
instruments required to comply with regulations, and the HSI style guide developed during
implementation of this plan. The RSR is written with sufficient detail to document how the
methodology outlined in this plan was implemented to provide the results. In addition, the
RSR outlines:

• General approach including the purpose and scope of HSI design

* HSI design team members and backgrounds

* HFE standards and documents used in the HSI design activity

• Concept of operations from an HSI perspective

* Functional requirement specification for HSIs

• .Style guide and design specifications for HSI design including:

- The development and basis for the guide

- The scope, topical contents, and procedures contained in the guide

- Procedures used to maintain the style guide

List of instruments that complies with RG 1.97 and supper•ing analysis

The methods used for the evaluation and verification of the HSI

-Thc proceess for refining and updating H4SI design including:

Modifying and updating the HSI

Making temporary changes to the HSI

Creating oper-ator defined H4SIs (temporary displays defined by operatorFS for
monitor-ing specifie plant situations)

Procedures governing pe issible eperator initiated changes to HS~s

Overall assessment of how well the methodology and implementation of the
procedure development process and results adhere to this plan.

5.2 Periodic Reports
The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process periodic reports.

5.3 Technical Output Reports
The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process technical output reports.
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Moreover, for each alarm, a procedure document, (for example, alarm sheet or alarm
response procedures) are provided to explain to the operator the likely reasons of the
alarm and the corrective actions required. Computer based operator aids may be.used for
explaining the importance of particular combinations of alarm signals.

3. Display of Alarms

The display of alarms on alarm-tiles, the WDP or on VDUs meets the following:

a. Combining relevant process and alarm information in the WDP mimic display
provides spacially dedicated alarm overview under all process conditions,
improving management of alarm overload.

b. Alarms are integrated into process displays, using symbols and icons close to the
components or functions to which they are related.

c. An alarmn is annunciated where the opearator. h-as theW neeessar' means for initiating
corrective actions An alarm is annunciated where the operator is required to take
action;

d. Any new alarm starts an audible warning and flashes a tile light or VDU symbol;

e. An alarm may be steadied after it has been acknowledged;

f. The steadied alarm is indicated to ensure that its existence is not forgotten;

g. When the cause of alarm has been corrected, the alarm display may be returned to
the normal mode manually or automatically. In either case, the control room staff is
notified by audible and visual cues that the cause has been corrected.

h. Navigation in alarm displays allows quick access to additional information, such as
online alarm procedures, and to displays that offer more, real-time detail.

Alarm Processing Logic

Alarm prioritizing and filtering logic enhances the presentation of meaningful alarm
information to the operator and it reduces the amount of information, which the operators
must absorb and process during abnormal events.

Signal filtering is used to prevent measurements that fluctuate around their alarm limits from
generating useless, repeated alarms that are a nuisance and might contribute to alarm
flooding. Low pass filtering and dead-bands can remove process noise and fluctuations
around the alarm limit. Dead-bands may be adjustable by the operator with administrative
controls.. Time-delay and time limit mechanisms may also be employed where low pass
filtering is not possible.

Alarm suppression, on the other hand, is used to ensure that the presented alarms at any time
are relevant to the operator's most important task under the current plant conditions and to
avoid alarm flooding. Alarm suppression must be documented in such a way that it is
familiar and understandable to the operator. In order to trust the alarm system, it is important
that operators understand why some alarms are suppressed while others are not.
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by the technology, the more detailed is the derivation of the human function/sub function. If the
designer of an interface merely says a display is provided, the specialist can deduce only that
perceptual-cognitive activity is required. If the designer says that the display is a multivariate
display reporting the interactions of multiple dimensions (level, pressure, temperature, and so
forth), the specialist is able to decompose the perceptual-cognitive function into more
meaningful sub functions (Enderwiek & Meister, 2002).

The conceptual design portion of the overall HSI design process analyzes the basic HSI
requirements generated in operational analysis and the human factors insight gained from HFE
specialists and generates the HSI conceptual design. The conceptual design meets the process
goals by satisfying the HSI design requirements in a manner that takes advantage of human
strengths while avoiding human weaknesses.

3.2 HSI Specific Guidance - Style Guide

The purpose of the HSI style guide is to provide a set of HSI design guidelines to be used by the
HSI designers to help ensure that a consistent design philosophy is applied. As suggested
throughout NUREG-0700, ESBWR implementation guidelines are developed by tailoring the
requirements of NUREG-0700 to the ESBWR specific applications. Other••SI guideline• .an
andards -are, als use.d as input to the style guide. Deviations from NUREG-0700, if any, will be

iustified. The resulting HSI implementation guidelines include the following:

1. Anthropometric and ergonomic data-and-design guidelines

2. HSI display format philosophy

3. Display implementation guidelines

The a.nthropa.metric and ergonomic data and design guidelines dccument provides the
anthrepometric and ergonomic data and guidelines that are used in the design of the H4SI
environment. The anthropometric data include 5th percentile female and 9 5th percentile male
data from the United States populations for measures such as arm length, sitting eye height,
functional reach, and so forth. This helps designers produce guidelines for physical clearances
and reach envelopes. Employing these guidelines ensures that objects in the control room do not
impede operator actions, and that a wide range of operators is accommodated.

Ambient and direct lighting, glare, and viewing distance guidelines are noted to provide
sufficient readability of all text-based and color-coded items in the control room. Auditory
thresholds and guidelines are outlined so alarms and auditory signals are designed for maximum
operator detection.

Guidelines for environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, and radiation exposure are
addressed to provide comfort and safety for the operators in the control room at all times.

The HSI display format philosophy document establishes the basic philosophy requirements for
the display formats made available to the operators. Descriptions of display hierarchy,
presentation, and navigation are provided in the style guide.
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* Benchboard slope, angle, depth, available lay down space

* Control device locations

* Display device locations

* Accommodations for human body positioning including leg clearances, arm rests,
and so forth

Display and control equipment layout

Style guide FIFE principles address both individual elements of the HSI and their grouping.
The aggregate main control console, RSS, and LCS workstation configurations are
consistently and logically laid out to enhance human awareness, understanding, control, and
long-term use. Details considered during workstation layout design include (adapted from
NUREG-0700, Rev. 2):

• Grouping of related controls

0 • Placement of controls to provide ease of access and minimize inadvertent actuation

* Placement and arrangement of display devices

* Overall grouping of controls and displays

The primary design function served in this portion of the detailed HSI design is the aggregate
HFE treatment of all of the workstations and displays at a given control location.

4.3.4.9 Control Systems

Control Display Integration

Controls and their associated displays are correctly integrated to ensure effective operation of
the plant. Control-display integration is in accordance with the proposed method of plant
operation as identified in the operations analysis performed for each system by the HFE
Design Team.

The control-display integration meets the following principal requirements:

1. Hardware controls should be located near the associated display. Operation of controls
should produce a compatible change in the relevant display.

2. The operation of systems and components by "soft" and "hard" switches. Soft switches
are controls located in the VDUs.

3. T-he fOrm Of control adopted) is cSit ;with HSI requirements. The selection of the
type of control is consistent with operator needs to navigate or take process control
action, and with the associated guidance provided in NUREG-0700.

4. The grouping of controls and their associated displays reflect the need to achieve system
objectives that are consistent with the user's mental thought process.
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* Personnel primary task performance (task times and procedure violations)

* Personnel errors (intention errors related to assessing the plant conditions, and
execution errors related to using the HSI)

* Situation awareness

* Workload (cognitive: decision making; physical: motion)

* Personnel communications and coordination (information sharing and coordinated
control actions, and crew synchronization)

" Dynamic anthropometry evaluations (reach and dexterity issues)

* Physical positioning and interaction with the HSI (physical motion between panels and
workstations and information display-space navigation)

• Secondary task control (display format navigation, information search, and so forth)

HSI Design Analyses, Reviews and Evaluations

This section provides a description of the methods and tools to be used for analysis, reviews and
evaluations of the HSI during the design process.

Techniques are appropriate for the evaluation of HSI include, but are not limited to:

* Checklists

* Structured interviews

* Direct observation of operator behaviors

* Analysis of historical records of operational problems with similar equipment

* Physical measurements

* Experiments

* Subject Matter Expert (SME) rating of alternative designs

teria that may be Used in selecting VFE tchniqucs are th6 following:

Type of design. Taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques that May not.
apply'

Type of technology (proven or- not). in accor-dance with Section 3.2 of the EPRI URD NP 5795,
the N4CR design uses prove'n technology. Advaneed system equipet, softwar-e and firmware
may be justified if proven in other applications as defined in the EPIURDO NP 5795,ori
ABWRs-

Additionial coensidderations in the selection of FE teehniques include:

-Kelative time to perro~m
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-Relative complexity

-Relative cst effectiveness

S Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth
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The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design.. What should the system
do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used? If the objectives are clear,
the evaluation of the results is made simpler. Numerous methods are available for evaluation of
designs. Figures 4 and 5 provide guidance en soleeting apprepriaTe and usefui methtods

Definition of the Design/Evaluation Tools for the HSI Design Analyses

Considering the cr-iteria listed in Section 3 and criter-ia to be used in selecting I-IFE/H4SI Design
-and- Ev-aluation Tools, the following techniques are used in the conduct of the H4SI design
analyses. Checklists, drawings, mock-ups, and questionnaires and interviews will be used as
described below to gather HSI Tests and Evaluations data and information.

Design Criteria Checklist

A checklist includes a series of equipment and facilities design requirements taken from human
engineering standards and guides that address HSIs. The checklist is divided into categories of
design criteria corresponding to major equipment or facilities. These categories might consist of
visual displays, audio displays, controls, and so forth; NULREG-0700 Rev. 2 provides examples
of checklist formats.

Drawings

Engineering drawings or sketches of interest to the HFE Design Team may be further
categorized as:
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ReatVe mplcxity

-Relative eest

-Rel-ative, costefetvns

Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and sofoh

Criteria [ralthat may be used in selecting HFE techniques are the following:

a. Safety and/or risk significance

b. Type of design (taking into account the type of design, there are some techniques that
may not apply)

c. Type of technology

d. Relative time to perform

e. Relative complexity

f. Relative cost

g. Relative cost effectiveness

h. Demonstrated by use of dynamic displays, simulator, and so forth

The design evaluation is based on the objectives of the systems design. What should the system
do, who will use it, where will it be used and when will it be used? If the objectives are clear,
the evaluation of the results is made simpler. Numerous methods are available for evaluation of
designs. Figures 4 and 5 provide guidanee on sele.ting appropriate and useful methods-.

Definition of the Design/Evaluation Tools for the HSI Design Analyses

Considerin the criteria listed in Sectio-n- And cr iteiritob used in selecting F/SDeg
,addE~~ainTos h olwn ehiusae* used in the conduct of the 14$1 design4)
(aialyses: Checklists, drawings, mock'-ups, and questionnaires and inter Jiews willbeijsed as'
(described below to gather HSI Tests and Evaluations data and information.F

Design Criteria Checklist

A checklist includes a series of equipment and facilities design requirements taken from human
engineering standards and guides that address HSIs. The checklist is divided into categories of
design criteria corresponding to major equipment or facilities. These categories might consist of
visual displays, audio displays, controls, and so forth; NUREG-0700 Rev. 2 provides examples
of checklist formats.

Drawings

Engineering drawings or sketches of interest to the HFE Design Team may be further
categorized as:
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18.8 HUMAN-SYSTEM INTERFACE DESIGN

References 18.8-1 and 18.8-2 describe the process by which areas of operator interfaces are
established and evaluated. The primary areas of human interface are the ESBWR MCR, RSS,
TSC, EOF, and LCSs with safety-related functions or identified through high-level task analysis.
These results of HSI efforts are summarized in the HSI results summary report and are available
for the conformance reviews.

The Human Performance Monitoring (HPM) activity described in Section 18.13 addresses the
HSI change process, afterthe plant is in operation, by which:

0 HSIs aremodified and updated;

• Temporary HSI changes are made;

* Operator defined HSIs are created (as temporary displays defined by operators for
monitoring specific plant situations); and

• The procedures governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs are described.

Satisfaction of the specific requirements described in Reference 18.8-1 results in full compliance
with the Certified Design Commitment and the corresponding requirements presented in the Tier
I (Rulemaking) Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC).

18.8.1 HSI Design Implementation Plan

The HSI Design Implementation Plan, Reference 18.8.2 is comprised of three technical sections.
(1) The HSI Design implementation Plan, Referen 18t.8 2,Concept Design establishes:

a. Methods and criteria for HSI equipment design and evaluation of HSI human
performance, equipment design, and associated work place factors, (for example,
illumination, noise, and ventilation) consistent with accepted HFE guidelines,
principles, and methods;

b. Information and control requirements, including the displays, controls, and alarms
necessary for the execution of identified tasks;

c. Methods for comparing the consistency of the HSI human performance equipment,
design, and associated workplace factors as modeled and evaluated in the completed
task analysis;

d. Equipment (hardware and software) functions as determined in the task analysis;

(2) The HSI Detailed Design and Integration establishes:

e-.a. Design criteria and guidance for control room operations during periods of maintenance,
test, and inspection of control room HSI equipment and human interfaces; and

f.b. Test and evaluation methods for resolving HFE/HSI design issues including the criteria

to be used in selecting lIFE/HSI design and evaluation tools which:

i. Incorporate the use of static mockups and models for evaluating access and
workspace-related HFE issues; and
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ii. Require dynamic simulations and HSI prototypes for conducting evaluations of
the human performance associated with the activities in the critical tasks
identified in the task analysis.

---(3) The 14S4-H-SI Specific Guidance - Style Guide Deo,•Ign.. mlmntatio Plan,

ine-ludesaddresses:

a. Identification of the specific HFE standards and guidelines documents;

b. Substantiation that selected HSI Design Evaluation Methods and Criteria are based
upon accepted HFE practices and principles;

c. Definition of standardized HFE design conventions;

d. Verification that the design features, the HSI equipment technologies, and the displays,
controls, and alarms are incorporated as requirements on the HSI design; and

e; Definition of the design/evaluation tools (for example, prototypes) which are to be used
in the conduct of the HSI design analyses, the specific scope of evaluations for which
those tools are to be applied, and the rationale for the selection of those specific tools
and their associated scope of application.

18.8.2 HSI Results Summary Report

(-3)The results of the HSI Design Implementation are summarized in the RSR including:

" General approach including the purpose and scope of HSI design

* HSI design team members and backgrounds

" HFE standards and documents used in the HSI design activity

" Style guide and design specifications for HSI design

0 List of instruments that complies with RG 1.97 and supporting analysis

* The methods used for the evaluation and verification of the HSI

* Overall assessment of how well the methodology and implementation of the procedure
development process and results adhere to this plan.

a.The style guide developed for the detailed design-.

i.Thc development and basis for the guide-,

ii.The scope, topi•al co+ntents and procedur.es; and

iii.Proceedures used to maintain a style guide.

b.Final H4S! design.

i.Oerve~vof H4S! design and key features.

ii.Safe aspecs of the H41t .

The HSI results summary report is included as ITAAC item 6 of Table 3.3-1 in DCD Tier 1.
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(4) The Human Performance Menito•rig (HPM4) ativit, described in Section 18.13 addresses
the HSI change process, after the plant is in operation, by which:

i.H4S~s are modified and updated;

ii.T-mporary .SI changes are made;

iii.Operyor, defined HSMs a ncc-reated (as temporary displays defined by operators for

mEnitoering speeific plant situations); and

iv-j~. The procedur-es governing permi.ssible operator intaed hanges to H4Sls are
deser-be4-

4&34- 18.8.3 COL Information

None

44.44-48.8.4 References

18.8-1 GE Energy, "ESBWR Man-Machine Interface System and Human Factors
Engineering Implementation Plan," NEDE-33217P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision
3, March 2007, and NEDO-332 17, Class I (non-proprietary), Revision 3, March
2007.

18.8-2 GE Energy, "ESBWR Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan,"
NEDO-33268, Class I (non-proprietary), Revision 2, March 2007.
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1.1 Purpose
This plan develops the process by which the ESBWR HSI design requirements are identified,
refined, and established. The purpose is to ensure consistency with accepted HFE guidelines,
principles, and methods. The result is a safe, simple, and standardized plant design.

This plan systematically delineates the requisite HFE principles necessary to translate functional
and task requirements to the design of alarms, displays, controls, and other aspects of the control
and instrumentation systems and HSI. Figure 1 shows where this HSI Design Implementation
Plan fits into the overall HFE Process.

1.2 Scope

The scope of this HSI Design Implementation Plan establishes:

1. The methods and criteria for designing the HSI in accordance with accepted human factors
guidelines, principles, and methods

2. HSI information and control requirements

a. Support critical tasks identified through the operational analyses

b. Identify the displays, controls, and alarms necessary for the execution of those tasks

c. Ensure identified plant parameters used for calculation of operational limits are
presented as alarms, displays, and controls

d. Eliminate errors associated with risk-important human actions

e. Identify error-likely situations

3. Methods for comparing the consistency ofthe HSI h uman performance, equipment design,
and associated workplace factors with those identified and evaluated through the operational
analysis

4. HSI design criteria and guidance for operations during periods of maintenance and test

5. Test and evaluation methods to identify HFE/HSI design issues

6. Documentation for any human engineering discrepancies (HEDs) as well as strategies for
HED resolution

ýQperational-aspects of the HSI process are addressed in the Human Perfornrance Monitoring)
Sprogi-am. reference 2. 1.2(12).These involve the process for refining and updating the HSIF
design, including-:)

() c•Modifying and updating the IST
(n (Making -temporary changes to the HSI)
no (Creating operator defined HSIs (temporary displays defined by operators for monitorinO

(specifi& plant situations)_
Procedures, governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs,

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 3
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Results Summary Report

The results of the HSI design process outlined in this plan are summarized in a Results
Summary Report (RSR). The RSR provides a list of the design specifications for the HSI,
instruments required to comply with regulations, and the HSI style guide developed during
implementation of this plan. The RSR is written with sufficient detail to document how the
methodology outlined in this plan was implemented to provide the results. In addition, the
RSR outlines:

• General approach including the purpose and scope of HSI design

* HSI design team members and backgrounds

• HFE standards and documents used in the HSI design activity

* Concept of operations from an HSI perspective

• Functional requirement specification for HSIs

* Style guide and design specifications for HSI design including:

- The development and basis for the guide

- The scope, topical contents, and procedures contained in the guide

- Procedures used to maintain the style guide

* List of instrum'lents that + emplies with RG 1.97 and supp..ting analysis

• The methods used for the evaluation and verification of the HSI

(Makin tempo arycages to the HSI_!

(Creating, Perato~r- defned,-.HSIS;(temporary displays defined b p rafrýfo

1Prcedre goernngperisibe per-ator initiated changesa to HSR

Overall assessment of how well the methodology and implementation of the
procedure development process and results adhere to this plan.

5.2 Periodic Reports

The .OLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process periodic reports.

5.3 Technical Output Reports

The GOLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process technical output reports.
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1.1 Purpose

This plan develops the process by which the ESBWR HSI design requirements are identified,
refined, and established. The purpose is to ensure consistency with accepted HFE guidelines,
principles, and methods. The result is a safe, simple, and standardized plant design.

This plan systematically delineates the requisite HFE principles necessary to translate functional
and task requirements to the design of alarms, displays, controls, and other aspects of the control
and instrumentation systems and HSI. Figure 1 shows where this HSI Design Implementation
Plan fits into the overall HFE Process.

1.2 Scope
The scope of this HSI Design Implementation Plan establishes:

1. The methods and criteria for designing the HSI in accordance with accepted human factors
guidelines, principles, and methods

2. HSI information and control requirements

a. Support critical tasks identified through the operational analyses

b. Identify the displays, controls, and alarms necessary for the execution of those tasks

c. Ensure identified plant parameters used for calculation of operational limits are
presented as alarms, displays, and controls

d. Eliminate errors associated with risk-important human actions

e. Identify error-likely situations

3. Methods for comparing the consistency of the HSI human performance, equipment design,
and associated workplace factors with those identified and evaluated through the operational
analysis

4. HSI design criteria and guidance for operations during periods of maintenance and test

5. Test and evaluation methods to identify HFE/HSI design issues

6. Documentation for any human engineering discrepancies (HEDs) as well as strategies for
HED resolution

Operational aspects of the HSI process are addressed in the Human Performance Monitoring
program, reference 2.1.2(12). These involve the process for refining and updating the HSI
design, including:

" Modifying and updating the HSI
" Making temporary changes to the HSI
" Creating operator defined HSIs (temporary displays defined by operators for monitoring

specific plant situations)
Procedures governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 3
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Results Summary Report

The results of the HSI design process outlined in this plan are summarized in a Results
Summary Report (RSR). The RSR provides a list of the design specifications for the HSI,
instruments required to comply with regulations, and the HSI style guide developed during
implementation of this plan. The RSR is written with sufficient detail to document how the
methodology outlined in this plan was implemented to provide the results. In addition, the
RSR outlines:

* General approach including the purpose and scope of HSI design

* HSI design team members and backgrounds

• HFE standards and documents used in the HSI design activity

oncept of operations from an HSI perspective

Functional requirement specification for HSIs

Style guide and design specifications for HSI design including:

- The development and basis for the guide

- The scope, topical contents, and procedures contained in the guide

- Procedures used to maintain the style guide

S ; .List of instruments that cemplics with RG 1 .97 and suppo. ting analysis

* The methods used for the evaluation and verification of the HSI

-The process for- refining and updating 14S! design including:-

Modify~ing and updating the H4S!

Making temporary changes to the H4SI

Creating operator defined H4SIs (tempor-ary displays defined by operatorS fcrF
monitor-ing specific plant situation-s)

Procedures gerning pemissible operator- initiated changes to 14

* Overall assessment of how well the methodology and implementation of the
procedure development process and results adhere to this plan.

5.2 Periodic Reports

The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process periodic reports.

5.3 Technical Output Reports
The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process technical output reports.

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 85
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1.1 Purpose
This plan develops the process by which the ESBWR HSI design requirements are identified,
refined, and established. The purpose is to ensure consistency with accepted HFE guidelines,
principles, and methods. The result is a safe, simple, and standardized plant design.

This plan systematically delineates the requisite HFE principles necessary to translate functional
and task requirements to the design of alarms, displays, controls, and other aspects of the control
and instrumentation systems and HSI. Figure 1 shows where this HSI DesignImplementation
Plan fits into the overall HFE Process.

1.2 Scope

The scope of this HSI Design Implementation Plan establishes:
1. The methods and criteria for designing the HSI in accordance with accepted human factors

guidelines, principles, and methods

2. HSI information and control requirements

a. Support critical tasks identified through the operational analyses

b. Identify the displays, controls, and alarms necessary for the execution of those tasks

c. Ensure identified plant parameters used for calculation of operational limits are
presented as alarms, displays, and controls

d. Eliminate errors associated with risk-important human actions

e. Identify error-likely situations

3. Methods for comparing the consistency of the HSI human performance, equipment design,
and associated workplace factors with those idenfified and evaluated through the operational
analysis

4. HSI design criteria and guidance for operations during periods of maintenance and test

5. Test and evaluation methods to identify HFE/HSI design issues

6. Documentation for any human engineering discrepancies (HEDs) as well as strategies for
HED resolution

Operational aspects of the HSI process are addressed in the Human Performance Monitoring
program, reference 2.1.2(12). These involve the process for refining and updating the HSI
design, including:

" Modifying and updating the HSI
0 Making temporary changes to the HSI
" Creating operator defined HSIs (temporary displays defined by operators for monitoring

specific plant situations)
Procedures governing permissible operator initiated changes to HSIs

Human-System Interface Design Implementation Plan 3
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Results Summary Report
The results of the HSI design process outlined in this plan are summarized in a Results
Summary Report (RSR). The RSR provides a list of the design specifications for the HSI,
instruments required to comply with regulations, and the HSI style. guide developed during
implementation of this plan. The RSR is written with sufficient detail to document how the
methodology outlined in this plan was implemented to provide the results. In addition, the
RSR outlines:

* General approach including the purpose and scope of HSI design

* HSI design team members and backgrounds

* HFE standards and documents used in the HSI design activity

" Concept of operations from an HSI perspective

F-uncai;oa[ requirement specification.for -Slss

* Style guide and design specifications for HSI design including:

- The development and basis for the guide

- The scope, topical contents, and procedures contained in the guide

- Procedures used to maintain the style guide

* List of instruments that ..o.pIies with RG 1.97 and suppo.ting analysis

* The methods used for the evaluation and verification of the HSI

-The process for- r-efining and updating HSI design ineluding:

Modifying and updating the 14SI

Making temporar-y changes to the H4SI

Creating operator: defined H4SIs (tempor-afy displays defined by operators for-
monitor~ing specific. plant situations)

Procedures goein pem ail per~ator initiated changes to H4SIs,

Overall assessment of how well the methodology and implementation of the
procedure development process and results adhere to this plan.

5.2 Periodic Reports
The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HS1 design
process periodic reports.

5.3 Technical Output Reports
The COLOGCOL owner's group defines the periodicity and content of any HSI design
process technical output reports.
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